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ABSTRACT
Self-consolidating concrete (SCC) is a concrete that can flow under its own weight, easily
filling forms with highly congested reinforcement. Due to its fresh properties, there has
been growing interest in using SCC in precast and prestressed applications. These
applications are known to be sensitive to time-dependent phenomena such as creep and
shrinkage. Therefore, it is important to understand the creep and shrinkage behavior of
SCC compared with other types of concrete.
This research presents macro and nanoscale creep experiments used for a multiscale
characterization of creep of SCC. Macrocreep experiments placed different SCC and
normal vibrated concrete (NVC) mixes under sustained compressive and tensile stress to
compare creep of SCC with NVC. Creep of SCC was compared with NVC that has
similar water/binder ratio, volume of cement paste and ultimate compressive strength.
Moreover, creep of SCC was compared to creep predicted using the ACI-209 and CEBFIB

MC90-99

models.

Nanoscale creep experiments

were performed using

nanoindentation. Nanoindentations were made using both a Berkovich indenter tip and a
spherical indenter tip. Creep compliance extracted at the nanoscale from cement pastes
and concrete were used to compare nanomechanical properties and nanocreep of SCC and
NVC.

vii

Based on the experimental observations, it was found that SCC exhibits higher creep
compliance than NVC at both length scales. To account for this, changes to the existing
creep models are suggested. The high creep compliance of SCC should be considered
during structural design of precast and prestressed concrete as SCC might show
considerable prestress losses with time as a result of creep.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world. Over the past few
years researchers have made many innovations in concrete technology in the form of the
development of new high performance concretes (HPC) and ultra high performance
concretes (UHPC). One particular innovation in the field of concrete technology is the
development of a HPC known as self-consolidating (or self-compacting) concrete (SCC).
SCC is known for its ability to fill forms with highly congested reinforcement while
flowing under its own weight without significant segregation. This reduces the efforts
during concrete casting by eliminating the need for compaction and vibration, producing
homogenous and non-honeycombed concrete in congested forms. Self-consolidation has
made SCC an attractive alternative for precast and prestressed applications.

The

objective of this thesis is to characterize the time-dependent behavior of SCC. The
following sections discuss the necessity and objective of this research.
1.1

NECESSITY OF CHARACTERIZING SELF-CONSOLIDATING
CONCRETE

There has been a growing interest for the use of SCC in precast and prestressed concrete
applications. These applications are known to be sensitive to time-dependent phenomena
such as creep and shrinkage. Therefore, it is important to understand the creep and
shrinkage behavior of SCC compared with other types of concrete. Existing literature
reports present contradicting information about creep and shrinkage of SCC in
comparison with normal vibrated concrete (NVC) [1-7]. Such conflicting information by
researchers fails to provide clear information to the designers of structures involving the
1

use of SCC. There has been growing evidence of increased creep strains of SCC. If this
proves to be true, designers will need to consider prestress losses to ensure safe designs.
However, current available knowledge of these aspects of SCC is still limited and there
are many opportunities for addressing these questions with further investigations and
research. In this research investigation experiments to evaluate creep and shrinkage of
SCC under sustained compressive and tensile stresses were developed.
Due to the difference between the microstructure of SCC and NVC, it was deemed
necessary to investigate the mechanical properties at various length scales. Researchers
believe that to improve macroscale properties, the material properties at the nanoscale
and their correlation to macroscale properties must be understood [8]. Furthermore, an
understanding of the mechanical behavior at the nanoscale and how different phases
contribute to macroscale properties allows for more accurate modeling of the macroscale
behavior. There has been a growing interest in the use of nanoindentation to extract
mechanical properties of cementitious materials. Nanoindentation has been shown
effective for extracting different nanomechanical properties of microstructural phases
such as calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), calcium hydroxide (CH), and the interfacial
transition zone (ITZ) [8-13]. Researchers have also shown that it is possible to extract
the viscoelastic properties of materials through the use of nanoindentation [14].
Experimental investigations to extract viscoelastic behavior of concrete and cement
paste have been produced for this investigation. Comparisons between macro and
nanoscale observations are also reported.

2

1.2

OBJECTIVE AND OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH

The objective of this study is to investigate and characterize the long-term timedependant behavior of SCC mixes at the macro and nanoscales. Moreover, timedependant behavior of SCC is compared with time-dependant behavior of NVC. Two
different sets of experiments were performed to investigate the long-term behavior of
SCC at the macroscale. The first experiment involved measuring creep and shrinkage
strains of specimens loaded with a sustained compressive stress for one year via
prestressed compression creep frames. The second experiment utilized tension creep
frames to measure creep and shrinkage strains of specimens subjected to sustained tensile
stresses for 90 days.
Macrocreep tests were performed on different SCC and NVC mixes in both tension
and compression. The choices of mixes were made to examine the different factors
affecting creep of concrete. SCC and NVC mixes of similar water to cementitious
material (binder) ratio and compressive strength were examined under compression
creep. Furthermore, the compressive creep behavior of SCC specimens with varied
amounts of fly ash was also examined. SCC and NVC mixes of similar tensile strength at
time of loading were examined under sustained tensile stresses. The shrinkage strains of
all specimens were also recorded, allowing for the comparison of SCC and NVC mixes
and SCC mixes with variable amounts of fly ash. Compression creep results of SCC
mixes were compared to estimated creep models provided by the American Concrete
Institute (ACI) and the International Federation for Structural Concrete (CEB-FIP) [15].
This provided an indication of the need to update these models for predicting creep and
shrinkage of SCC.
3

Nanoindentation tests were performed to characterize the behavior of concrete mixes
at the nanoscale. Specimens where subjected to sustained loads during nanoindentation
allowing for the extraction of the materials time-dependant response at the nanoscale.
The nanoscale tests were performed on both cement paste and concrete specimens. The
nanoindentation tests where broken up into four different test regiments. These regiments
included comparing the response of SCC and NVC cement pastes at 7 days of age, SCC
and NVC cement pastes of similar strength at 11 days under wet and dry conditions, an
SCC sample at 150 days of age, and SCC and UHPC samples indented at 14 days of age.
These different regiments provided insights on the response of the different concrete
phases at the nanoscale. This characterization is important because obtaining the creep
response of the different phases is necessary for development of constituent concrete
models. Coupling these experiments with the macrocreep experiments allowed for
examining trends and correlations between material behavior at the macro and
nanoscales.
1.3

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents the background information and the literature review.
This includes an overview of SCC development, test methods to quantify SCC’s
rheological behavior, hardened properties of SCC and research findings on time
dependant behavior of SCC. The literature review also provides background on research
studies characterizing creep of concrete and the major factors affecting creep in concrete.
Finally, Chapter 2 describes other research efforts for characterizing cementitious
materials using nanoindentation.

4

Chapter 3 outlines the experiments used to characterize creep of SCC at the
macroscale. This chapter describes materials and methods used for producing SCC and
reference NVC mixes. The chapter also provides details on compression creep
experiments comparing 3 SCC mixes and 3 NVC mixes of similar strength. The findings
of these tests and possible factors influencing the findings are reported. The results of the
creep tests performed on SCC specimens are also compared with the ACI and CEB-FIP
models for creep of concrete. Chapter 3 finally outlines an effort to characterize tensile
creep of 2 SCC mixes and 2 NVC mixes of similar tensile strength under sustained
tensile stresses. The experimental findings and the possible factors affecting the results
are described.
Chapter 4 outlines experiments used to characterize the behavior of SCC mixes using
nanoindentation. This chapter begins by reporting on materials and mix proportions of
SCC, NVC, and UHPC mixes used for comparison. The chapter then describes four
different test regiments used to characterize cement pastes and concrete mixes at the
nanocale. The results of the nanoscale indentation experiments are also discussed at the
end of Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this study. The major trends found through the
experiments are reported in two sections representing findings at the macro and
nanoscales. Proposals for future work and extended research are presented at the end of
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter a literature review covering self-consolidating concrete (SCC), creep, and
nanoscale characterization of cementitious materials is presented. The chapter starts by
detailing the development of SCC, different methods used to produce SCC and how
properties of SCC compared to normal vibrated concrete (NVC) mixes. The chapter then
presents an overview of creep including: different creep mechanisms and different
techniques used to model creep. This section ends with a discussion on creep of concrete
under tensile stresses. The final section of this chapter presents an overview of nanoscale
characterization of cementitious materials. This section details the significance of
nanoscale research, an introduction to nanoindentation and a review of efforts towards
nanoscale characterization. Finally, techniques for extracting time-dependent properties
of materials at the nanoscale are described.
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2.2

SELF-CONSOLIDATING CONCRETE

Self-consolidating concrete (SCC) also referenced as “self-compacting concrete” is a
relatively new, innovative type of high performance concrete. Development of SCC dates
back to the mid-1980s with the first fully developed prototype mix completed in 1988 in
Japan by Ozawa et al [16]. Since then, SCC has gained significant momentum and has
been used successfully in numerous bridges and structures [17]. SCC is defined by the
ability to flow under its own weight without aggregate segregation or bleeding
maintaining a constant moderate viscosity. This allows for placing SCC without any
mechanical consolidation. Furthermore, SCC can flow through tight sections and areas
with highly congested reinforcement filling all corners of formwork without any
separation of its constituent materials. Therefore, the development of SCC represents one
of the most outstanding advances in concrete technology.
The cost of materials to produce SCC can be considerably high compared with
normal concrete mixes, and this has hindered the large scale implementation of SCC. The
increased material cost is attributed to the requirement of additional admixtures and/or
increased amount of cementitious materials. Researchers have reported the cost of SCC
mixes can range from 20% to 50% higher than normal concrete mixes [18-19]. To reduce
SCC cost, researchers have proposed a “sandwich” construction method which involves
casting structural elements in layers of SCC and normal concrete [20]. Although SCC
has higher materials cost, this could be somewhat offset by reduction in construction cost
because SCC has the ability to be set in place without mechanical consolidation. Some
believe that with the reduction of construction costs the total cost of placing SCC will
actually be up to 10% less than normal concrete. Other construction benefits of the use of
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SCC include shorter construction periods, ensure the compaction in confined zones of the
structure and the elimination of noise at construction sites due to mechanical vibrators
[21].
SCC is typically produced using one of two different methods which can result in
different hardened properties. The two types can be classified as powder type and
viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) type. The first type uses superplasticizers, a low
water to cementitious materials (binder) ratio and a limited aggregate content. Limiting
the coarse aggregate content reduces the frequency of collisions and contact between
coarse aggregate particles. A high frequency of contact and collisions results in
increasing internal stress and friction when the concrete is deformed resulting in the
blockage of aggregate particles near obstacles. By limiting the amount of fine aggregate
present in the mix, the pressure transfer between coarse aggregate particles is reduced. A
highly viscous paste also reduces incidents of increases in local internal stress when
coarse aggregates approach obstacles. Thus, a very low water/binder ratio is needed to
increase the viscosity of the cement paste. Keeping the water cementitious ratio low and
the degree of deformity high requires the use of superplasticizers [21]. Figure 2.1 shows
both the mechanisms of blockage and self-compactabilty of concretes flowing under their
own weight. To compensate for less aggregate and to reduce cost, large amounts of
cementitious fillers such as silica fume, fly ash, slag and limestone powder are typically
used.
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(b)
Figure 2.1. (a) Mechanism of blockage (b) Mechanism of self-compactability
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The second type of SCC is developed by incorporating viscosity modifying agents
(VMA) (also referenced as viscosity enhancing admixtures (VEA)). VMAs modify the
concrete’s cohesion, while allowing the mix to retain fluidity [22]. VMAs decrease the
flow and kinetic energy of the concrete by increasing viscosity eliminating the need for
having a low water/binder ratio. Adding more water exponentially reduces the viscosity
making it advantageous to add VMAs. Since adding small amount of water drastically
effects viscosity, it is sometimes difficult to separate the low water/binder mixes from
mixes produced with VMA [23].
Khayat [24] showed that an optimal combination of superplasticizer and VMA
produces a fluid mix with resistance to washout (segregation). It has been further shown
that for SCC mixes, the incorporation of a VMA results in an increase in filling capacity
while also resulting in the reduction of surface settlement and washout mass.
Furthermore, Khayat reported that the usage of VMAs enhance the stability of highly
flowable SCC. He showed that increasing the VMA content from 0.025% to 0.075% (by
weight) in mixes containing silica fume and fly ash resulted in a substantial reduction in
settlement even though both mixes had similar flowability. It has also been reported that
concrete mixes with a high percentage of VMA showed up to a 61% increase in filling
capacity [24].
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SCC mixes are most defined by their fresh state properties. The fresh characteristics
that define SCC mixes include:
Flowability – ability of fresh concrete to flow under its own weight.
Viscosity – the resistance to flow once fluidity has been initiated.
Passing Ability – ability of the concrete to flow under its own weight through
tightly spaced formwork and/or rebar without segregation or blocking.
Segregation Resistance – ability of the concrete to sustain a homogenous
composition in a fresh state.
Several different techniques to determine the behavior of SCC mixes in the fresh state
have been developed. To measure flowabilty a slump flow test is commonly used. The
slump flow test requires the use of the same equipment required for a typical slump test
except it requires no consolidation (no rod compaction) [25]. The fresh concrete is filled
to the top of the cone with no mechanical consolidation, while resting on a large moist
base plate placed on level ground. The cone is then removed and the concrete is allowed
to flow. The largest diameter and a diameter at a right angle to the largest diameter are
then measured and the mean of these values is considered the slump flow. Slump flow is
a strong measure of the concrete’s flowability. Figure 2.2 shows a set up of a typical
slump flow test with the two required measurements. This value describes the ability of
the concrete to flow under unconstrained conditions [22, 26-27].
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Slump Cone
Base Plate

dn

Figure 2.2. Set up of slump flow test showing required measurements

There are three classification ranges of slump flow: SF1, SF2 and SF3 [22]. The SF1
range of slump flow is between 550 mm and 650 mm. The typical applications of SF1
mixes include concrete structures with slight or no reinforcement, pump injecting systems
and small enough sections to prevent horizontal flow. The next classification SF2
describes mixes with a slump flow in the range of 660 mm to 750 mm. This range works
for most normal applications including walls and columns. Finally, the SF3 classification
describes concrete mixes with a slump flow range between 760 mm and 850 mm.
Concretes in this classification are used in situations with highly congested rebar or
structures with complex shapes. Mixes of this classification typically perform better than
SF2 classified mixes, especially in vertical applications where these mixes give a better
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finish. However, segregation is much more difficult to control for these mix designs. For
some special cases, mixes with a slump flow of over 850 mm are used, but in these
situations special attention must be given to ensure the mixes do not exhibit too much
segregation [22].
The next rheological property defining SCC mixes is viscosity. Common tests that are
used to measure viscosity include the T500 flow time, funnel flow tests and the Orimet
test. The T500 flow time test is performed in conjunction with the slump flow test. In this
test a 500 mm circle is marked on the base plate used in the slump flow test. The slump
cone is placed in the middle of the circle and filled with concrete as described in the
slump flow test. The time that it takes for the flowing concrete to reach the circle is
recorded as the T500. This value is related to the viscosity because it describes the rate of
flow. For example, low viscosity concretes will flow very quickly at the onset then stop
flowing after only a short period of time. The T500 test results can be placed into two
categories low (VS1) or high (VS2). The VS1 represents concretes with a flow time of
less than two seconds and the VS2 represents concretes with a flow time greater than two
seconds. VS1 mixes should work well for applications with highly congested
reinforcement and usually result in the best surface finish; however, these mixes are
highly prone to high segregation. The VS2 mixes have a higher resistance to segregation
than VS1 mixes, but might result in producing a less than perfect surface finish [22].
Two different types of funnels are typically used for the funnel flow test including the
o-shaped funnel and the v-shaped funnel. In a funnel flow test the concrete is filled to the
top of the funnel and then a water tight hinged gate at the bottom of the funnel is opened
releasing the concrete. The time required for the concrete to fully vacate the funnel is
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then measured. The time it takes for the concrete to flow out of the funnel gives an
indication to the level of its viscosity by correlating the flow rate to viscosity [22, 28-37].
The v-shaped funnel flow test can be categorized into high and low viscosity categories
corresponding to the T500 classifications.

The low viscosity classification or VF1

represents concretes with a funnel flow of less than 8 seconds. The high viscosity
classification (VF2) represents v-funnel flow times within a range of 9 and 25 seconds
[22].
Another defining fresh property of SCC is passability. Common tests to measure the
passability of SCC include the J-ring, U-box, and L-box tests. The J-ring test must be
used in conjunction with the Abram’s cone or the Orimet test setup. In this test, a ring
with variable spaced rebar simulating the reinforcement configuration is placed over the
outside of the cone. The cone is raised and the concrete flows from the inside of the ring
to the outside of the ring. The concrete spreads, with and without the presence of the ring,
are measured and the difference between measurements represents the level of passability
[22, 28, 33, 36, 38-39]. The U-box test involves constructing a u-shaped box divided by
an obstacle fitted with a gate. Concrete is filled into one side of the box and the gate is
released allowing the concrete to flow through the obstacle. The difference in height of
the concrete on the two sides of the box represents the passability [28, 37-40].
The L-box test uses the same principles of the U-box test except the apparatus has an
L-shape. The L-box test has two variations, one with a two-rebar obstacle and one with a
three-rebar obstacle representing a highly congested situation. As in the U-box test,
concrete is filled into the vertical section of the test apparatus and a gate is opened
releasing the concrete through the rebar obstacle. A mean height of the concrete in the
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vertical section (H1) and a mean height of the concrete in the horizontal section (H2) are
found from measurements at three positions. The ratio of these two mean heights, H1 and
H2, represent the measure of passability [22, 29, 33, 35-37, 39, 41-44]. Figure 2.3 shows
a schematic of the L-box apparatus with a three bar obstacle representing a highly
congested situation. The passability ratios are classified as either PA1 or PA2. PA1
represents concrete with an L-box ratio of 0.8 and above for tests performed with a tworebar obstacles and PA2 represents concrete with a ratio of 0.8 and above for tests with a
three-rebar obstacle .

Initial height

Rebar
Obstacle

Final Height

Gate
60 cm
20 cm

H1
H2

15 cm

60 cm
10 cm

Figure 2.3. L-box test apparatus with three-rebar obstacle
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Segregation resistance of the fresh concrete mixes can be measured through
penetration tests, a settlement column test or a sieve segregation test.

The sieve

segregation test involves pouring concrete over a 5 mm sieve and measuring the amount
of mortar passing through in a two minute period. The percentage of mortar passing
through the sieve represents the measure of segregation resistance [37-38, 40]. The
segregation resistance classes are SR1 for a segregation percentage less than or equal to
20% and SR2 for a segregation percentage less than or equal to 15%. SR1 is appropriate
for applications with a confinement gap of less than 5 m and a flow distance of more than
80 mm. On the other hand, the SR2 mixes are applicable for situations with a
confinement gap of more than 5 m and a flow distance of less than 80 mm [22].
Due to the vast differences in constituent materials and fresh properties SCC’s
hardened properties are typically expected to differ from those of NVC. SCC mixes also
show high variations in hardened properties because of the wide range of material and
mix proportions used for achieving SCC [45]. Moreover, SCC mixes are expected to
have a different microstructure in comparison with NVC mixes. Quantitative analyses
with optical and scanning electron microscopes (SEM) showed NVC to have a larger
more porous interfacial transition zone (ITZ) compared with SCC. Furthermore, it was
shown that SCC mixes have a lower oxygen permeability [46-47] and a lower sorptivity
[47] in comparison with NVC mixes. One reason for the stronger ITZ and less porous
microstructure might be the reduction in internal bleeding of fresh SCC [48].
The enhancement in SCC microstructure is reflected in improved properties such as
strength, bond to steel reinforcement and durability. Researchers found an improvement
in strength, particularly in powder type SCC mixes. It was shown that SCC mixes
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containing limestone and chalk powder had a significant increase in compressive strength
at early ages in comparison with NVC mixes with similar water to cementitious ratios
[49]. Moreover, SCC showed an enhanced bond to steel reinforcement compared with
NVC mixes [45, 50-52]. SCC mixes where also shown to be less venerable to top bar
effect in comparison with NVC mixes [50-51].
Existing literature reports contradict information regarding creep and shrinkage of
SCC compared with NVC [1-7, 53-56]. Such conflicting reports make it difficult for
structural designers to accurately consider time-dependent deformations when SCC is
used for prestressed concrete elements. Rols et al. [57] found that SCC mixes
incorporating starch and precipitated silica as VMAs exhibited drying shrinkage strains
50% higher than NVC mixes with similar cement content. This was attributed to the fact
that SCC contains a higher volume of mortar compared with typical NVC mixes. These
findings showed the necessity to provide good field curing of SCC to prevent cracking
[57]. Turcry and Loukili [58] also recommend careful field curing of SCC due to its
vulnerability to early shrinkage cracks [58-59]. Researchers further confirmed shrinkage
in SCC to increase as the volume of cement paste increased [56, 60]. Shrinkage of SCC
was shown to be a function of the fly ash content.
Other researchers found shrinkage of SCC to be similar to shrinkage of NVC.
Bouzoubaâ and Lachemi [61] investigated SCC mixes with a constant cementitious
content and water/binder ratios ranging from 0.35 to 0.45. The mixes incorporated Class
F fly ash as a partial replacement for cement (40%, 50%, and 60%). Concrete samples
were cured in lime-saturated water for 7 days. Drying shrinkage of strain of these mixes
was found not to exceed 600 microstrain after 224 days [61]. Furthermore, drying
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shrinkage of these SCC mixes did not differ significantly from the drying shrinkage of a
control air-entrained NVC mix containing no fly ash. Sahmaran et al. [42] showed SCC
mixes with a high volume of low-lime and high-lime fly ash exhibited a lower shrinkage
strain at 365 days in comparison with a control mix containing no fly ash. This was
attributed to the matrix densification due to fly ash addition, which could have prevented
internal moisture losses [42].
Shi and Wu [62] compared lightweight SCC mixes containing Class F fly ash and
glass powder as filler materials used for enhancing fresh properties. Incorporating glass
powder was found to increase the drying shrinkage strain in comparison with SCC mixes
containing fly ash. Turkmen and Kantarci [63] reported a reduction in drying shrinkage
when introducing expanded perlite aggregate into SCC mixes. Furthermore, as the
moisture content of the perlite aggregate increased the drying shrinkage decreased.
Using a database including drying shrinkage test results 93 SCC mixes found in the
literature, Fernandez-Gomez and Landsberger [64] evaluated the ability of popular
shrinkage models (CEB-FIP 1990, EHE, ACI 209R, B3, and GL2000) to predict
shrinkage of SCC.

Using statistical methods it was found that the ACI 209R and B3

gave the best estimates for predicting shrinkage of SCC. The CEB-FIP 1990, EHE, and
GL2000 typically underestimated shrinkage of SCC, however the models estimated
shrinkage better for mixes with strengths less than 45MPa (6525psi). Heirman et al. [65]
suggested a modification to the CEB-FIP MC-90 model to accurately predict drying
shrinkage for limestone type SCC [65].
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Similarly, researchers presented conflicting findings on creep of SCC [1-7, 55].
Persson [1] examined the creep of four SCC and four NVC mixes with water/binder
ratios varying between 0.24 and 0.80. Specimens were loaded at stress to strength levels
of 0.20, 0.40, 0.55, and 0.70 at ages which varied between 2 and 90 days using traditional
spring loading devices. From these experiments it was found that the SCC mixes, both
young and mature at the time loading, performed creep similar to that of NVC mixes
when the strength was held constant. Furthermore, it was found that creep of both SCC
and NVC mixes increased similarly when the specimens were loaded at a young age.
Moreover, Persson [2] reported creep of a high-performance SCC to be similar to that of
NVC.
Heirman et al. [65] investigated creep of powder type SCC mixes made with readily
available materials incorporating a limestone powder as mineral filler. After 28 days of
standard curing, specimens were loaded with creep frames incorporating a flat hydraulic
jack to stress to strength levels ranging from 0.28 to 0.37. These test revealed that the
SCC mixes experienced higher creep deformations in comparison with a control NVC
mix. The CEB-FIP Model Code (MC-90) was shown to be able to predict SCC creep
accurately. On the contrary, Sukumar et al. [66] reported SCC incorporating fly ash and
VMA to experience less total creep strain in comparison with NVC specimens.
Seng and Shima [67] compared creep of SCC mixes with varying limestone filler
contents to a control NVC mix. Specimens were air-cured at a relative humidity of 60 ±
5% for four days and were loaded at 40% of the compressive strength. While creep was
shown to increase with increasing limestone content, creep of SCC was reported to be
comparable to NVC. Similar findings were reported by Collepardi et al. [68] for SCC
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mixes containing limestone powder. However, Collepardi et al. also reported SCC mix
containing fly ash exhibited higher creep in comparison. This was attributed to unreacted
fly ash, which was thought to be deformed upon specimen loading.
Lowke and Schießl [69] investigated the effect of powder content and VMAs on the
creep and shrinkage of SCC mixes. Creep and shrinkage of SCC were not significantly
affected by the VMAs used. It was shown that an increase in air voids due to adding airentrainment increased creep and shrinkage of SCC significantly. It was also found that
the SCC mixes with the lower limestone powder content exhibited higher creep in
comparison with the SCC mixes containing high limestone content. The reduction of
limestone powder also resulted in at a coarser pore structure which appeared to favor
creep and shrinkage [69].
Mazzotti and Ceccoli [70] investigated creep and shrinkage of four SCC mixes with
different types and amounts of cement. A fixed dosage of a combine super plasticizer and
VMA was used. Three mixes were cured in water for 2 days and stored in a relative
humidity of 60% until the time of testing, while one mix was moist cured until one day
before testing. Specimens were loaded at 7 and 28 days to 36% and 55% of compressive
strength at time of loading. Shrinkage tests indicated that increasing the cement content
resulted in significantly higher total shrinkage. The CEB-FIP MC90 creep model was
reported to underestimate creep by about 30 to 60%. A modification factor based on
cement to lime stone powder ratio was suggested for accurate creep modeling.
Maia et al. [71] investigated creep and shrinkage of SCC mixes containing high,
medium and low paste contents. All three SCC mixes contained Portland cement,
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limestone filler, superplasticizer, two types (fine and coarse) of siliceous sand and coarse
crushed stone granite. It was reported that SCCs with low paste contents exhibited the
highest creep when loaded at 24 hours. However, the different mixes did not exhibit a
significant difference in creep from the control specimens when loaded at 3 and 7 days.
Furthermore, shrinkage strains were shown to be directly correlated to the cement paste
volume in SCC.
Wustholz and Reinhardt [72] examined the deformation behavior of three SCC mixes
of different compressive strengths under direct tensile loading. These test revealed that
SCC exposed to direct tensile stress can experience a phenomena coined stress-induced
shrinkage. In fact, shrinkage strains observed on loaded specimens were higher than that
of drying shrinkage specimens.
Turcry and Loukili [59] examined cracking tendency of SCC under restrained
shrinkage.

Restrained shrinkage ring tests revealed that SCC mixes exhibited an

equivalent cracking tendency in comparison with NVC mixes of similar compressive
strength. Moreover, Hwang and Khayat [73] investigated the effects of the inclusion of
fibers in SCC mixes used for repair applications. Synthetic chopped fibers were shown
able reduce the cracking potential of SCC regardless of fiber type. An increase of 0.25%
in synthetic fiber volume resulted in a 40% increase in the time it took to develop
restrained shrinkage cracks.
The current knowledge available on creep and shrinkage of SCC is still limited and
there are many remaining questions that require further investigation and research.
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2.3

CREEP

Visoelasticity represents material stress and strain variations with time that remain within
elastic limits. Examples of viscoelasticity include stress relaxation and elastic creep.
Stress relaxation represents the decrease in elastic stress occurring in materials subjected
to prolonged constant deformation. On the other hand, elastic creep represents
deformation occurring over a time when a material is subjected to a constant stress within
elastic limits. Materials such as concrete and masonry exhibit creep, while materials like
steel experience stress relaxation.
Creep in concrete presents significant structural implications such as excessive
structural deformations and stress redistributions that can result in cracking and loss of
prestressing forces in prestressed concrete bridges. These issues have raised interest in
modeling creep and its structural implications to ensure reliability of concrete structures
[74-76]. Moreover, over the last sixty years research investigations have shown concrete
to exhibit considerably high creep strains under sustained stresses [77-82]. It is important
to note here that most of the interest of concrete creep has been within the framework of
viscoelasticity. This is because of the fact that in almost all structural applications the
sustained stress is less than the elastic limit of concrete. Therefore, we will limit our
discussion to viscoelasticity and to creep within elastic limits. This may not be possible
when addressing creep at the nanoscale due to the development of high stresses under
nanoindentation loading.
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic of the general strain vs. time curve for a material
exhibiting creep. At the onset of loading, the strain is primarily elastic but may exhibit
some plasticity. After the initial load is applied, creep strain can be divided into three
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distinct stages including primary creep, secondary creep and tertiary creep. Primary creep
represents the range of creep where the rate of creep is high initially and then decreases
with time. The material then reaches the secondary creep stage, where creep remains at a
steady state. Depending on the material type and stress level, a third stage referred to as
tertiary creep might be observed. In this stage an increase in strain rate leads to failure of
the material. For normal workings of concrete, no distinction is made between the first
two creep stages and the third stage is rarely observed as the sustained stresses are
typically lower than the elastic limit [80].

Secondary Creep

Tertiary Creep

Failure

Strain

Primary Creep

Instantaneous
Strain
Time
Figure 2.4. General strain vs. time curve of a material exhibiting creep

To model materials exhibiting creep behavior a number of rheological models were
developed. These models include the Kevin, Maxwell and Burgers models as well as
many other models that strive to repeat the creep phenomena. Each model uses different
mechanical devices to idealize the viscoelastic behaviour exhibited by materials. These
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elements include the Hookean solid, Newtonian liquid and St. Venant body which
represent a spring, dashpot, and friction element respectively. The major difference
between the models involves assumptions for the relation between instant, delayed, and
total deformations [80]. Equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) represent the Kelvin, Maxwell,
and Burgers models respectively.
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In each equation, є (t) represents the strain at a given time t, k represents the stiffness
of a spring, σ represents the applied stress, k1-3 coefficients represent spring constants and
the η1-2 coefficients represent dashpot constants [80].
To fully understand creep one must first understand the underlying mechanics that
affect creep. Several different theories have been developed to explain the underlying
creep mechanisms in concrete. These theories include microcracking, viscoelastic theory,
plastic theory, solid solution theory, seepage theory, etc. [80, 83]. For example,
viscoelastic theory represents flow in a material and plastic theory deals with the region
of plastic deformation.
Since concrete is a quasi-brittle material, an in-depth explanation of creep of brittle
materials is necessary. For brittle materials, microcracking theory usually takes hold. The
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type of crack typically considered in microcracking theory is the bond crack. These
cracks are induced immediately after the application of load. Research has shown that
the upper limit between the proportions between creep and stress lies within the region
bond cracks begin to increase. When this limit is overcome, strains due to bond
microcracking increase the creep at a higher rate. Microcracking only represents a portion
of the deformation under sustained load and this portion is irreversible [80].
Typically the cement paste is considered the major contributing factor for why creep
in concrete occurs. Creep in the cement paste occurs due to loss of physically absorbed
water from calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H). When a hydrated cement paste is exposed to
ambient humidity conditions that are less than ideal (saturation) water escapes from C-SH resulting in shrinkage strains. Likewise, when hydrated cement is exposed to constant
stresses, water is forced from C-S-H and the paste shows creep strains (seepage theory).
However, this water loss in the cement paste only explains a portion of creep of concrete.
At sustained stress levels greater than 30 to 40 percent of ultimate stress, microcracks at
the ITZ clearly contribute to the overall creep of concrete. This relates back to the
explanation of the microcracking creep mechanism. Moreover, a delayed elastic response
in the aggregate also adds to the total creep and is a function of the type of aggregate used
in the concrete. For example, it is well documented that light weight aggregate increases
concrete creep. The cement paste and aggregate are bonded by a week phase (the ITZ),
so when stresses are transferred from the paste to the aggregate a delayed elastic
deformation occurs in the aggregate adding to the total creep deformation [83].
Due to different causes of creep in concrete two different types have creep have been
realized including basic creep and drying creep. Basic creep is defined as creep of sealed
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concrete specimens that cannot be attributed to loss of water due to drying. Drying creep
is defined as the additional creep that can only be observed under less than saturated
drying conditions. Drying creep is higher than basic creep because loss of water (drying
shrinkage) leads to increased cracking which leads to higher creep deformations. Thus
concrete specimens exposed to a sustained stress at less than saturated conditions are
exposed to basic creep and shrinkage along with additional components due to drying
creep and shrinkage [83]. Figure 2.5 shows a strain vs. time curve showing total creep
and shrinkage. Research has shown difficulty in accurately separating the basic and
drying creep components and further difficulty in separating drying creep from shrinkage

Strain

strains [84].

Drying Creep

Drying Shrinkage

Basic Creep and
Shrinkage

Total Creep and
Shrinkage

Elastic Strain

Time

Figure 2.5. Stress vs. time curve of concrete exhibiting total creep and shrinkage

Many different factors simultaneously interact to influence creep in concrete. As
mentioned earlier, the cement paste is a major contributing factor in creep of concrete, so
the volume of the cement paste is typically considered a major influencing factor.
Likewise, many attempts have been made to obtain expressions correlating creep strain
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with the volume fraction of the cement paste. Another contributing factor to creep in
concrete is the amount, shape, size and texture of the aggregate. While the amount of
aggregate reduces the volume of the cement paste, the other characteristics affect the
modulus of elasticity of the concrete. Changing the modulus of elasticity of the concrete
directly relates to a change in the initial creep compliance. Moreover, time and relative
humidity have a major influence on creep. Studies of various concrete mixes under
different conditions have shown a similar time dependency. These various mixes exposed
to the different conditions showed on average only 50% of a total 10 year creep strain
realized after 100 days. Increases in relative humidity slow the effects of drying and also
the effects of creep. Other factors influencing creep include geometry of the concrete
element (or more specifically the volume to surface ratio), curing history, temperature of
exposure, compressive strength and the applied stress to strength ratio [15, 83].
The American Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee 209 recognizes four different
models for predicting creep and shrinkage of concrete. These models include the ACI209R-92, Bažant-Baweja B3, CEB MC90-99, and GL2000 models [15]. For this work we
will only consider the ACI–209R-92 and CEB MC90-99 models both which output creep
coefficient ( (t , t 0 ) ) not creep compliance. Creep coefficient represents a dimensionless
multiplier where:

(t , t 0 )

cr
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(t 0 ) [1

(t , t 0 )]

(t , t 0 ) (t 0 )
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(2.4)
(2.5)

In the equations above ε(t0) represents elastic strain, ε(t,t0) represents the total strain
developed with time and εcr(t,t0) represents the creep strain developed with time. The ACI
209 model outputs a hyperbolic curve that trends towards an asymptotic ultimate value.
At the most basic level, the shape of the curve is a factor of the age of concrete at the
onset of drying and loading, curing method, ambient relative humidity, volume to surface
ratio and cement type.

Advantages of this model include simplicity and ease of fit by

adjusting only the maximum creep value. Disadvantages of the model include a limited
accuracy in comparison to other models and the fact that it is empirically based and does
not model the creep phenomenon [15].
The CEB-FIP MC90-99 model is similar to the ACI model in that it outputs a
hyperbolic curve that tends towards an ultimate creep value. However, unlike the ACI
model this model has been developed for normal and high performance concretes. The
major factors used for creep prediction include age of concrete at the onset of drying,
loading age, mean compressive strength at 28 days, relative humidity, volume to surface
ratio and cement type. Structural research on creep and shrinkage sensitive structures
showed the CEB-FIP model to yield more accurate predictions than the ACI model [15].
Again this model is based on empirical data and not physical phenomena. Further
discussions of both the ACI and CEB models are presented in the subsequent chapter.
Researchers have also shown the ability to model creep of cementitious composites
using principles of linear viscoelasticity described by rheological models [85]. Success of
linear viscoelasticity to estimate concrete creep can be attributed to the relatively low
level of sustained stresses in concrete structures (typically lower than 40% of elastic
limits) and the insignificance of temperature variation in real structures on creep behavior
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[80]. However, for accurate prediction at early age where significant interaction between
creep, shrinkage and temperature variation due to continuous cement hydration takes
place, a comprehensive approach such as microprestress-solidification theory or crack
plane frame analysis might be necessary to consider [86]. The significance of concrete
shrinkage (both drying and self-desiccation) strains necessitates coupling creep and
shrinkage measurements in cementitious composites [15, 87].
The majority of the research in creep of concrete is done under sustained compressive
stresses. In fact, only a few researchers have examined creep of concrete under sustained
direct tensile stresses [88-90]. However, the manner in which concrete behaves under
tensile stresses is extremely important especially for applications with restrained
shrinkage [88]. In the small amount of work that has been done, researchers showed
concrete creep in tension to increase significantly under drying conditions with creep
coefficients up to 6.2, which is drastically higher than creep coefficients in compression
[88]. Furthermore, creep experiments performed by on SCC mixes under sustained
tensile stress showed specimens loaded at 75% of their 28 day tensile strength failed at
ages between 6 and 19 days [90]. Researchers have also commented on a phenomena
known as “stress-induced” shrinkage, where specimens under direct tensile stresses show
higher shrinkage than unloaded specimens. This is expected to occur because direct
tensile stresses directly open crack surfaces causing increased water loss [90].
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2.4

NANOSCALE CHARACTERIZATION OF CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS

Nanotechnology has taken the scientific community by storm, allowing for many new
and exciting advances in many different fields. Nanotechnology represents any
technology where the dimensions and tolerances are within the range of 0.1 to 100 nm
[91]. Many researchers believe that to improve macroscale properties, the material
properties at the nanoscale and their correlation to the macroscale must be understood [8].
Advances in nanotechnology will hopefully allow for bottom up construction techniques
where design starts at the nano or atomic scale. This could one day lead to extremely
strong and durable structures that drastically reduce the cost of construction without
sacrificing safety [91].
Significant effort has been reported in the last two decades in nanocharacterization of
single phase materials such as ceramics (e.g. carbides) and metals such as aluminum [92].
Considerable work has also been devoted to probe polymer materials such as epoxy [9394]. The significance of external environments due to thermal effects [95] and magnetic
field effects [96] on material performance have also attracted researchers. Relatively
limited work has been performed on composite materials with two phase composites
where one phase material (e.g. epoxy) is strengthened by another phase material (e.g.
carbon nanotubes). Special attention has been directed in such case to understand how the
two-phase composite differs at the nanoscale from the single phase material. Efforts have
also been directed to understand layered composites. It has been shown that the
heterogeneity of the layered composite has a significant effect on stress evolution during
nanoindentation [97].
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There has been a growing interest in the use of nanoindentation to extract mechanical
properties of materials. Nanoindentation essentially involves contacting a material with
known surface properties to materials with unknown surface properties, while penetrating
at a depth in the range of a few hundred nanometers. Indentation testing at this length
scale is made possible by high precision depth sensing techniques. Typical nanoindenters
used a depth transducer (parallel plate capacitor) to achieve these extremely small
measurements. Generally, nanoindentation is used to gather properties such as reduced
modulus and hardness. However, nanoindentation can also extract information on impact
behaviour, energy absorption and time-dependant behavior. The different tips used for
nanoindentation include spherical, conical, Vickers and Berkovich [98].
Considerable interest has been directed to apply principles of nanoindentation to
cementitious composites including concrete and its many microstructural phases [8-13,
99-107]. In a pioneering research effort, Velez et al. [107] performed nanoindentation
experiments on pure Portland cement clinker constituents reporting modulus and
hardness values for C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF, alite and belite. The authors further showed
that the elastic moduli found through nanoindentation experiments were in close
agreement with the elastic moduli found at the macroscale (by interpolation at zero
porosity).
For quite some time now, researchers have realized different types of C-S-H (with
varying densities) are formed during cement hydration [108]. Nanoindentation
experiments have been directed to understand the microstructure of cement paste and
have helped in recognizing two different types of C-S-H (high density (HD) and low
density (LD)) [109]. Researchers believe that the microstructural phases such as calcium
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hydroxide CH, HD and LD C-S-H have intrinsic material properties of hardness and
modulus. Hence, the volume fractions of C-S-H and CH change from material to material
(accounting for differences between mixes) but the values of hardness and stiffness
remain the same [9].
In mechanically classifying HD and LD C-S-H Constantinides et al. [9] showed that
as the number of indentations increase the probability of indenting each phase converges
to the volume fraction of the individual phases (Figure 2.6). In order to indentify different
microstructural phases in cementitious composites, researchers perform many
nanoindentations (up to 300) on the substrate (cement paste) using a Berkovich indenter
tip.

Then to determine the mechanical properties of the microstructural phases,

researchers use statistical deconvolution analysis (further discussion presented in Section
4.4.3) [9] or mapping techniques [12] to distinguish between different microstrutural
phases. Table 2.1 presents the indentation modulus and surface fraction of pores, CH, HD
C-S-H and LD C-S-H as reported by Constantinides et al.[10].
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Figure 2.6. Probability of indenting phases (HD and LD C-S-H) vs. number of
indentations

Table 2.1. Reduced modulus and surface fractions of different cement paste phases
reported by Constantinides et al. [10]
Phase
Pores

Er (GPa)

Surface
Fraction

8.1 ± 1.70

6.0%

LD C-S-H

18.2 ± 4.19

51.0%

HD C-S-H

29.1 ± 4.07

27.0%

CH

40.3 ± 4.03

11.0%

With the use of a Hysitron Triboindenter, Mondal et al.[8] reported on the mechanical
properties of unhydrated cement particles and three types of C-S-H including: high
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stiffness (HS) , medium stiffness (MS) and low stiffness (LS). The reduced moduli (Er)
of the different phases investigated in this study are presented in Table 2.2. Mondal et al.
[11] also reported a decrease in the reduced modulus of C-S-H as the distance from an
unhydrated cement particle increased. In this work, indentations made in the ITZ showed
the ITZ phases to have a mean reduced modulus of 18 GPa.
Table 2.2. Reduced modulus values reported by Mondal et al. [8]
Phase

Er (GPa)

LS C-S-H

22.89 ± 0.76

MS C-S-H

31.16 ± 2.51

HS C-S-H

41.45 ± 1.75

Unhydrated cement particles

122.2 ± 7.85

Experiments on cement-based composites using nanoindentation have led to the
realization of the distribution of reduced elastic modulus, hardness, fracture toughness
and energy absorption of the different phases in cementitious composites [8, 11, 13, 99100, 111]. However, little information has been reported on creep compliance of concrete
and cement paste at the nanoscale [112-114]. Such information is crucial in
characterizing the long-term performance of concrete. However, considerable efforts
have been reported recently for analyzing creep behavior of other materials (e.g.
polymers) at the nanoscale [14]. Three indentation tips are typically used for analyzing
the creep behavior which include the flat-punch indenter [115], the spherical indenter
[116] and the Berkovich indenter [96].
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CHAPTER 3. MACROCREEP
3.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the macroscale creep experiments performed for this research. The
chapter begins by detailing the specifications of the materials used in testing. Then a
description of the compression creep experiments is presented, where self-consolidating
concrete (SCC) and normal vibrated concrete (NVC) mixes are tested under sustained
compressive stresses for 364 days. These experiments were used to compare the creep
compliance of SCC and NVC mixes of similar cement paste volume and similar
compressive strength at loading. This is followed by a description of the tension creep
experiments performed on both SCC and NVC mixes. For tension creep, mixes with a
similar direct tensile strength at loading were tested for 98 days to compare SCC and
NVC creep behavior under direct tensile stresses.
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3.2

MATERIALS
For all concrete mixes produced for macro-scale experiments ordinary Portland

cement (ASTM Type I-II) and fly ash (ASTM Class F) were used as cementitious
materials. Washed concrete sand with a fineness modules of 2.71 and natural siliceous
gravel with a nominal maximum size of 9.5 mm were used as fine and coarse aggregates,
respectively. Gradation of both aggregates fell within ASTM grading requirements [117].
Figure 3.1 shows the gradation curves for the coarse and fine aggregates as well as
minimum and maximum ASTM requirements. Moreover, Table 3.1 shows the unit
weight, voids percentage, specific gravity and absorption percentage of the coarse and
fine aggregates obtaining using tests performed according to ASTM Standards [118-119].
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80
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ASTM Min. Fine

60

ASTM Max. Fine
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40

ASTM Min. Coarse
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ASTM Max. Coarse
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Sieve size (mm)

100

Figure 3.1. Coarse and fine aggregate gradation curves
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Table 3.1. Physical properties of coarse and fine aggregate
Unit weight Voids Specific Absorption
kg/m3
% gravity
%
Fine aggregate

1660

34.5

2.57

1.3

Coarse aggregate

1620

35.2

2.55

1.9

To enhance flowability and workability of fresh concrete mixes, a polycarboxylate
based superplasticizer (Glenium3030NS™, BASF Inc) was incorporated in both NVC
and SCC mixes. Due to the high amounts of superplasticizer required to produce SCC a
viscosity modifying admixture (VMA362, BASF Inc.) was also added to control both
segregation and bleeding of fresh SCC mixes. Due to the absence of a widely accepted
mix proportioning methods for SCC, many trial batches guided by reported literature
were created to verify properties of initial mix compositions [110, 120]. Adjustments
were made to the final admixtures content as well as mixing sequence time based on the
performance of fresh concrete produced in trial mixes. This enabled the production of
flowable SCC mixes without the occurrence bleeding or segregation.
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3.3

COMPRESSION CREEP

3.3.1

MIX PROPORTIONS

Three SCC mixes incorporating fly ash as a partial replacement for cement content were
prepared. The fly ash contents were 20%, 40%, and 60%, by mass, of the total
cementitious materials. Superplasticizer and viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) doses
were adjusted in order to maintain the same amount of flowability for each of the three
SCC mixes. The water/binder (cement plus fly ash) ratios of the SCC mixes were kept
constant at 0.33 and the total cementitious content was kept at fixed at 450 kg/m 3. In
addition to the three SCC mixes, three NVC mixes were made for comparative purposes.
One of the NVC mixes (NVC60) contained the same water/binder ratio at 0.33 and
contained a total binder content of 420 kg/m3, within the range of the SCC mixes. The
NVC30 and NVC15 mixes were designed to have a similar compressive strength at time
loading as the SCC30 and SCC20 mixes. The mix proportions of the six concrete mixes
are summarized in Table 3.2 and the properties of the cement paste of the different mixes
are presented in Table 3.3.
Table 3.2. Mix proportions of concrete mixes used in compression experiments

SCC40
SCC30
SCC20
NVC60
NVC30
NVC15

Weight per unit volume, kg/m3
Fine
Coarse
Water Cement Fly Ash
Aggregate Aggregate
150
360
90
920
809
150
270
180
902
794
150
180
270
886
779
139
420
0
637
1173
185
289
97
700
1143
192
236
79
700
1143
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mL/m3
SP* VMA**
7650
4050
4500
4050
1570
4700

4140
1800
1800
0
0
0

Table 3.3. Properties of the cement paste for SCC40, SCC30, SCC20, NVC60, NVC30,
and NVC15

SCC40
SCC30
SCC20
NVC60
NVC30
NVC15

3.3.2

Fly Ash
replacement
(%)
20
40
60
0
25
33

Volume of
Cement Paste
(%)
31
32
33
29
32
36

Water
Cement
Ratio
0.42
0.56
0.83
0.33
0.64
0.81

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.3.2.1 MIXING PROCEDURE

Figure 3.2. Mixing of fresh concrete
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Water
Binder
Ratio
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.48
0.61

All concrete mixes were mixed according to a specific mixing procedure in a standard
concrete mixer (Figure 3.2). This procedure included:
1. Mixing all dry materials for 30 seconds
2. Adding water and mixing for 2 minutes
3. Adding superplasticizer and mixing for 30 seconds
4. Adding VMA and mixing all materials (concrete) for 1 minute
**Total mixing time of 4 minutes
3.3.2.2 FRESH PROPERTIES
Upon completion of the mixing procedure, fresh concrete properties were evaluated. For
NVC the standard slump tests were performed [25]. For SCC, concrete flowability and
passability were determined using the slump flow and passing ability tests. Both tests
were conducted according to European Guidelines for SCC [22]. The slump flow test was
used to measure the flowability and the viscosity of SCC mixes. T500 represents the time
it took the concrete to flow over a 500 mm diameter circle from the slump cone. The
passability test was performed using a standard L-box.
properties of the six different concrete mixes.
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Table 3.4 shows the fresh

Table 3.4. Fresh properties of concrete mixes used in compression experiments
Slump flow (mm)

T500 time (s)

Passability (%)

4.0
4.0
3
-------

96
93
---------

810
SCC40
710
SCC30
840
SCC20
150*
NVC60
250*
NVC30
245*
NVC15
*Conventional Slump

It is worth mentioning that there were no visual signs of bleeding or segregation
during testing of all SCC mixes in the fresh state. Moreover, aggregate particles were
suspended within the mixes and were present all the way to the perimeter with no
indication of mortar separation at the circumference of the concrete flow. Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4 show testing of a fresh SCC’s flowability and passability respectively.

Figure 3.3. Measuring diameter of fresh SCC after slump flow test
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Figure 3.4. Measuring height of horizontal section of fresh SCC after L-box test

3.3.2.3 SPECIMENS AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION
After discerning the fresh properties the concrete was cast into a total of four
compression creep (2) and shrinkage (2) prismatic specimens of 100 x 100 mm crosssection and 400 mm length. Fresh concrete was also cast into 25 cylinders, 100 mm
diameter by 200 mm in length, used for obtaining concrete compressive strength with
time. ASTM procedures were followed in preparing the concrete specimens [122].
Specimens for compression creep experiments were cast with a 25 mm inner diameter
centrally oriented PVC pipe extruding 12 mm from the concrete top surface as shown in
Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Compression creep specimen form

All concrete specimens were allowed to harden for 24 hours before being removed
from the molds. After being removed from the molds concrete specimens were placed in
a temperature controlled (23±2 oC) lime-saturated water curing bath until the day of
loading following ASTM standards for curing concrete in the laboratory [122]. This is
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Curing of concrete specimens

At 11 days of age concrete creep specimens were removed from the curing bath and
allowed to air dry until they reached a surface dry condition. Specimens used to
determine basic creep and shrinkage were wrapped with a double layer of aluminum tape
to prohibit the loss of moisture to the environment, as shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Sealing of sealed specimens with aluminium tape

Four DEMEC disks were glued to two opposite surfaces of creep and shrinkage
specimens. The Aluminum tape of the sealed specimens was cut to allow placement of
the DEMEC disks and resealed with epoxy after placement of the disks. The disks were
placed with a placement rod which achieved an initial gauge length of 250 mm. Figure
3.8 shows a schematic of the placement of the DEMEC disks.
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35 mm
100 mm
35 mm

250 mm

Figure 3.8. Schematic of DEMEC disk placement
3.3.2.4 MECHANICAL CALIPER
Readings were taken on all specimens using a mechanical caliper manufactured by
Mayes Instruments, Co.. This caliper is fitted with sharp conical reading points that fit
precisely into predrilled holes in the attached DEMEC disks. Figure 3.9 (a) shows the
mechanical caliper used to obtain creep and shrinkage displacements. Figure 3.9 (b)
shows a conical reading placed into a DEMEC disk. The mechanical caliper takes
readings with respect to a reference bar with a gauge length of 250 mm. DEMEC disks
where placed with a placement bar manufactured to precisely fit the reference bar. The
gauge on the caliper reads from 0 to 2500 where each one increment represents 0.002 mm
of displacement. This gives the caliper a range of 1.62 mm for compression displacement
and 3.38 mm for tension displacements. The “zero” reading on the reference bar is 810 so
length measurements using the caliper is represented as
L (R 810) *0.0016 250

(3.1)

R : reading taken on the mechanical caliper when inserted in mounted specimen DEMEC
disks
L : distance between the DEMEC disks
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.9. (a) Mechanical caliper used to gather creep and shrinkage displacements
(b) Close up of sharp conical reading point placed into DEMEC disk
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3.3.2.5 COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS
The compressive strength of the concrete mixes was determined by testing three replicate
cylinders at 7 and 28 days of age. Tests were performed using a standard compressive
testing machine (Forney) at loading rates in accordance with ASTM C – 39 [123]. The
compressive strength of the specimen was computed as:

f

c

Pc
A

(3.2)

Pc : Compressive failure load
A : Area of the concrete surface subjected to the compressive load (A = 7854 mm2 for
100 mm cylinder diameter)
The mean and standard deviation of the compressive strength of the different concrete
was then determined.
Since it was not obtained through experiments the Young’s modulus of elastic was
calculated using the recommended equation (Equation (3.3)) from ACI [15].

E

4734 f c'

(3.3)

E : Young’s modulus of elasticity
f c' : Mean compressive strength of concrete cylinder

The 7 and 28 day mean compressive strength and 7 day computed elastic modulus of the
six concrete mixes (3 SCC and 3 NVC) are shown in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5. Mean and standard deviation of 7 and 28 days compressive strength and 7
day elastic modulus of SCC and NVC mixes
7 day
Mean
Compressive
Strength, f
(MPa)

'
c

7 day
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)

28 day
Mean
Compressive
Strength, f
(MPa)

'
c

28 day
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)

7 day
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

SCC40

34.6

2.2

42.6

3.0

27.8

SCC30

13.9

2.0

28.9

8.4

17.7

SCC20

12.2

1.0

19.7

0.6

16.6

NVC60

47.9

1.4

60.8

4.5

32.8

NVC30

13.1

2.2

30.1

1.3

17.1

NVC15

11.2

3.4

14.6

0.6

15.8

3.3.2.6 COMPRESSION CREEP SETUP
Two 13 mm thick steel plates with a 25 mm diameter center bored holes were placed over
the extruding PVC pipe on the specimen top surfaces. Then an 18 mm diameter threaded
steel rod was passed through the PVC pipe. Another pair of 13 mm thick steel plates with
18 mm diameter holes were slid over the steel rod and attached with two loosely
tightened locking nuts and one washer on each end. Figure 3.10 shows a schematic
drawing of a compression creep concrete specimen used in this experimental
investigation. The creep specimens were planned to be loaded in compression by
tensioning the steel rods and locking them as in a concrete post-tensioning scheme.
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840 mm
13 mm

13 mm

430 mm

Figure 3.10. Schematic of compression creep specimen

The creep specimen was then placed in a Tinus Olsen Universal Testing Machine
(UTM). Then the steel rod was pre-tensioned to the desired load as shown in Figure 3.11
(a). The load was held constant and the nuts were tightened securing the steel plates. The
load was then released on the UTM transferring the load from the prestressing rod to the
steel plates. This caused the steel plates to exert sustained compressive stresses on the
concrete specimen. A force transfer schematic is shown in Figure 3.11 (b). All
compression creep specimens were subjected to a nominal stress of 35% of the concrete
compressive strength measured at 7 days of age. Immediately after loading, the initial
displacements were recorded. Due to stress relaxation in the steel rod and creep of
concrete all creep specimens were re-stressed to the original stress after 1, 3, 15, 25 and
51 days after initial loading and every 56 days thereafter. This procedure for producing
creep specimens was used following Adam [124]. Two specimens of each concrete mix:
wrapped and unwrapped were loaded to observe drying and basic creep.
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Figure 3.11. (a) Force transfer schematic (b) Loading of creep specimens

3.3.2.7 MEASUREMENTS AND SPECIMEN STORAGE
Specimens were kept in the laboratory which was automatically controlled to maintain
constant temperature (23±2 °C), while the relative humidity (RH) ranged from 20 to
75%. It is important to note that no thermal effects were considered in these experiments.
Temperature variation within service conditions (similar to lab temperature here) of
concrete proved to have insignificant effect on creep and shrinkage of concrete [80]. For
each loaded (creep) specimen, an unloaded specimen was stored in the same
environmental conditions for observing the shrinkage strains. Measurements of creep and
shrinkage strains on sealed specimens were performed to enable separating the
contribution of basic creep and shrinkage from the effect of drying creep and shrinkage,
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respectively. Creep and shrinkage observations were recorded at 1, 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, 28,
35, and 42 days and every 14 days thereafter. Storage of creep and shrinkage samples is
shown in Figure 3.12.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.12. (a) Storage of compression creep specimens (b) Storage of shrinkage
specimens
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3.3.3

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Length measurements obtained from the mechanical caliper allowed for the calculation of
displacement strain є (Equation (3.4)).
L
t

L
t
L
t

(3.4)

0

0

Lt : length measurement with time

Lt 0 : initial length measurement at time zero

Since, the elastic strain was recorded independently from the creep specimens upon
loading Lt0 for creep specimens represents the measurement taken immediately after
loading. Equations (3.5) to (3.8) present the strains measured on both unsealed and sealed
specimens respectively. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) provide measurements in creep
specimens while Equations (3.7) and (3.8) provide measurements on shrinkage specimens

creep unsealed

bc

creep sealed

dc

bs

bc

bs

shrinkage unsealed

shrinkage sealed

bs

ds

ds

bs

ε creep unsealed : total strain obtained from unsealed creep specimens
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(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

ε creep sealed : total strain obtained from sealed creep specimens
ε shrinkage unsealed : total strain obtained from unsealed shrinkage specimens
ε shrinkage sealed : total strain obtained from sealed shrinkage specimens
ε d c : strain due to drying creep
ε b c : strain due to basic creep
ε d s : strain due to drying shrinkage
ε b s : strain due to basic shrinkage
The use of the top four equations enabled separating all shrinkage and creep strain
components. Once the drying and basic creep strains were separated, the creep coefficient
(t, t0) was calculated as the ratio between the creep strain developed with time and the
elastic strain.

t, t
0

( t, t ) ( t )
0
0
(t )
0

(3.9)

(t , t 0 ) : total strain observed with time (sum of elastic strain and creep strain)

(t 0 ) : elastic strain
Furthermore, basic and drying creep compliances were calculated from Equation 3.10.

J (t , t )
0

1
E (t )
0
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cr

(t , t )
0

(3.10)

E (t 0 ) : elastic modulus at time of loading
σ : applied stress

cr

(t , t 0 ) : time dependent creep strain

Figure 3.13 shows a general stress versus time curve highlighting the parameters used for

Strain

the creep coefficient and creep compliance.

εcr (t,t0)

ε (t,t0)
ε (t0)

Time
Figure 3.13. General creep strain vs. time curve

3.3.4

COMPRESSION CREEP MODELING

In an effort to relate the creep observed from SCC to that predicted by design codes for
concrete’s with similar strength we examine the observed creep to creep predicted by two
design codes. These are the creep predictions, based on the American Concrete Institute
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(ACI) model ACI 209R-2002 and that by the European code (known to be the most
accurate prediction model) the CEB-FIP model MC-90-99. Our selection of the ACI-209
and CEB-FIP models is attributed to the fact that both models are the two most used
models for being recommended by the ACI and for the CEB-FIP being reported to have a
significantly low coefficient of variation (< 29%).
3.3.4.1 ACI 209R - 92 CREEP PREDICTION MODEL
The ACI 209R – 92 model predicts the creep coefficient, which is defined (Equation
(3.9)) in the previous section. Equation (3.11) presents the ACI model for prediction of
creep coefficient

(t, t0).

t, t
0

(t t )
0
d (t t )
0

u

(3.11)

t0 : age of concrete at loading
t : time of measuring creep

u

: ultimate creep coefficient.

ψ and d : coefficients that depend on the shape and size of the member.
The shape and size of the member be completely taken accounted for by setting ψ to 1.0
and representing d by

1.42 10 2 (V / S )
d

26.0 e
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(3.12)

V/S : volume to surface ratio of the concrete member
For standard conditions the ACI, recommends the ultimate creep coefficient
at 2.35. For any other condition ACI recommends

u

u

to be set

be modified by a series of

correction factors and be replaced with Equation (3.13).

u

2.35

(3.13)

c

Where γc (defined in Equation (3.14)) is the cumulative product of a series of correction
factors based on curing duration, relative humidity, volume to surface ratio, slump, ratio
of fine to total aggregate and air content.
γ

c

γ

γ
γ
γ γ γ
c,to c,RH c,vs c,s c,ψ c,α

(3.14)

For time of load applications greater than 7 days γc,to for adjusting the ultimate creep is
defined by

c,to

1.25t 0.118
0

(3.15)

to : age of concrete loading in days
The factor to correct for relative humidity γc,RH is defined as

c, RH

1.27 0.67 h

(3.16)

h : relative humidity in decimals greater than 0.40 (ACI 209 recommends using a value of
greater than 1 for a relative humidity less than 0.40)
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To correct for differences in volume to surface ratio Equation (3.17) is used.

2
0.0213(V / S )
1 1.13 e
c, vs 3

(3.17)

V/S : Volume to surface ratio represented in mm

The correction factor for the slump γc,s is define as

c, s

0.82 0.00264s

(3.18)

s : slump of the concrete represented in mm

The ratio of fine aggregate to total aggregate is corrected for with γc,ω which is defined by
Equation (3.19).

c,

0.88 0.0024

(3.19)

ω : the ratio of fine aggregate to total aggregate as a percentage

Lastly, Equation (3.20) shows the air content factor γc,α

c,

0.46 0.09

(3.20)

α : air content as a percentage
There is clearly a need to modify the ACI-209 model in order to predict creep of SCC
due to the model’s dependence on knowing the concrete’s slump (Equation (3.18)). To
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predict the creep of SCC mixes using fly ash replacement, a coefficient based on the fly
ash replacement percentage is proposed. We did not choose slump flow because different
SCC mixes with the same slump flow can show vastly different compressive strength and
creep. It should be noted here that many common parameters of the concrete mixes could
be used (i.e. admixture content, water/binder ratio, volume of cement paste, etc.)
however, in our case fly ash replacement had the most significant effect on compressive
strength. This coefficient was found by fitting the ACI-209 model to our experimental
data through optimizing the coefficient to produce the lowest root mean squared error
(RMSE) between the predicted model’s and the experiment’s ultimate creep compliance.
A relationship was then found using least squares method to relate each the modified
slump coefficient found for each concrete to that concrete’s fly ash replacement
percentage. The result is a coefficient to replace the slump coefficient for SCC mixes.
This new coefficient is defined as

1
c, s

0.0006F 2 0.0015F

1.9

0 F 40
40 F

60

(3.21)

F : fly ash replacement ratio represented as a percentage
3.3.4.2 CEB MC90 – 99 CREEP PREDICTION MODEL
The CEB MC90 – 99 Creep model also predicts creep of concrete in terms of creep
coefficient. This model does not predict creep coefficient for instances where the stress to
mean concrete strength at the time of loading is more than 40%. For this model the creep
coefficient

t, to) can be calculated from Equation (3.22)

(3.22)
60

28
where

o

(t , t )
o

o c

(t t )
o

is the notional creep coefficient and βc(t –to) is a coefficient that describes the

development of creep with time. The notional creep coefficient

o

can be determined

from Equations (3.23) to (3.28).

o
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( h) ( f

cm28

RH

1

(f

h
o
3 0.1 [ (V / S ) (V / S ) ]
o

cm 28

(t )
o

)

(3.23)

h

1

( h)

) (t )
o

5.3
f cm 28 f cmo

1
0.1 (t o t1 ) 0.2

1

3.5 f cmo
f cm 28

2

3.5 fcmo
fcm28

0.7

0.2

1

3

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

fcm28 : mean compressive strength of standard concrete cube at 28 days represented in
MPa.
fcmo : 10 MPa
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h : relative humidity of the ambient environment in decimals
ho : 1
V/S : Volume to surface ratio represented in mm
(V/S)o : 50 mm
t1 : 1 day
t0 : Age of concrete at loading adjusted by Equation (3.29)

t

0

t

9
0, T

2 (t

0, T

t
1, T

)1.2

(3.29)

1

t0,T : Concrete age at loading for T = 20oC (needs to be adjusted for other temperatures)
t1,T : 1 day
α : Coefficient depending on cement type (α = 0 for normal cement)
The coefficient βc(t – to) that describes the development of creep with time may be
determined from Equations (3.30) to (3.32).

(t t )
c
o

H

(t to ) t1
H (t to ) t1

0.3

150 1 (1.2 h ho )18 (V / S ) (V / S ) o
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(3.30)

3 1500 3

(3.31)

3

3.5 f cmo
f cm 28

0.5

(3.32)

(t – t0) : duration of the applied load (days)
t1 : 1day
V/S : volume to surface ratio represented in mm
(V/S)o : 50 mm.
h : relative humidity of the ambient environment in decimals
ho : 1
fcm28 : mean compressive strength of standard concrete cube at 28 days measured in MPa
fcmo : 10 MPa
Since the compressive strength was obtained by testing cylinders fcm28 was calculated
using Equation (3.33).

f cm 28

f c' 8 MPa

(3.33)

f c' : compressive strength of standard cylinder at 28 days of age

To compare the predicted results of the ACI and CEB-FIB creep prediction models,
the root mean square error (RMSE) was found between the experimental and predicted
results. RMSE is defined in Equation (3.34).
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N

( EXP (i ) PRED (i )) 2
RMSE

(3.34)

i 1

N

EXP(i) : ith experimental data point
PRED(i) : ith predicted (ACI or CEB-FIB model) data point
N : Number of data points
3.3.5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.5.1 COMPRESSION CREEP AND SHRINKAGE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 3.14 shows the total shrinkage curves for the SCC mixes. This figure shows that
SCC30 and SCC40 displayed similar shrinkage strains over the 364 day time period.
However, SCC20 had a significantly higher shrinkage strain than the other two SCC
mixes. It is noted that the SCC20 mix had the highest percentage of fly ash replacement
at 60% and the highest volume percentage of cement paste at 33%. Therefore, it can be
generally concluded that significantly replacing cement with fly ash increases the volume
of cement pasted resulting in a higher shrinkage strain of SCC. This agrees with previous
reports in the literature on the significance of cement paste volume on the developed
shrinkage strain.
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Figure 3.14. Total shrinkage of SCC compression creep mixes

Figure 3.15 shows shrinkage strains with time for all the mixes examined in the
compression creep portion of this investigation. This figure shows that for the most part
the SCC mixes displayed relatively similar shrinkage performances when compared with
the NVC mixes. Again it is shown here that increasing the fly percentage to 60% caused
the shrinkage of SCC20 to be significantly higher than the other concrete mixes.
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Figure 3.15. Shrinkage strains of all SCC and NVC compression creep mixes

Figure 3.16 presents the development of basic shrinkage strain (measured on sealed
specimens) over time of the tested SCC mixes. Basic shrinkage of SCC40 with 20% fly
ash is higher than that of the SCC mixes with 40% and 60% fly ash. This might be
attributed to the significant amount of cement in the SCC40 mix. It is well known that
basic shrinkage is due to the absence of water necessary to hydrate all cementitious
materials. This is more pronounced with mixes with high cement content. It appears that
the significance of cement on basic shrinkage (autogenous) is higher than fly ash, which
might be attributed to the higher reactivity of cement compared with fly ash. The
discrepancy between SCC30 and SCC20 cannot be explained using the above argument
and might be related to experimental variation.
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Figure 3.16. Basic shrinkage strains of all SCC mixes used in compression creep
experiments

Figure 3.17 shows the development of basic shrinkage for all of the mixes. This
figure again shows that increasing the fly ash content generally decreased the amount of
basic shrinkage. This was observed in the NVC mixes with NVC60 having higher basic
shrinkage than both NVC30 and NVC15. Accordingly, NVC60 contained no fly ash,
while NVC30 and NVC15 both contained 25% fly ash by mass.
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Figure 3.17. Basic shrinkage curves for all compression creep mixes
Figure 3.18 shows the compliance curves for mixes NVC60, SCC40, SCC30, and
SCC 20. All of these mixes have a similar water/binder ratio and a similar cement paste
volume of less than 33% of the total concrete volume. Figure 3.18 clearly shows that
SCC40, SCC30, and SCC20 mixes experienced significantly higher creep compliance
values compared with NVC60 over the entire test period. It is thought that higher sandto-total aggregate ratio leads to decreased modulus of elasticity as well as increased creep
and shrinkage [15, 125]. This partly explains the higher creep compliance of the
examined SCC mixes with 0.53 sand-to-total aggregate ratio compared with NVC with
0.35 sand-to-total aggregate ratio. Additionally, the lower compressive strength and
modulus of elasticity of SCC mixes due to the inclusion of fly ash might contribute to the
higher creep compliance. Increasing fly ash content in the three SCC mixes led to
remarkably higher total creep compliance. The relationship of the fly ash replacement
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ratio to ultimate total creep compliance is shown in Figure 3.19. Specifically, increasing
fly ash from 20% (SCC40), 40% (SCC30) to 60% (SCC20) caused the total creep
compliance of SCC20 and SCC30 to be approximately double that of SCC40 at 364 days
after loading. This effect is also shown in the comparison of the total creep compliance of
NVC60 which contained no fly ash and the SCC mixes which all contained fly ash.
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Figure 3.18. Total creep compliance curves for NVC60, SCC40, SCC30, and SCC 20
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Figure 3.19. Ultimate creep compliance vs. fly ash replacement

The fact that all SCC mixes had a lower compressive strength than NVC60, could be
the major factor in why they exhibited higher creep compliance. Moreover, the SCC
mixes showed a clear trend of inverse correlation between strength and creep compliance
compared with NVC60. Accordingly, the higher the compressive strength of an SCC
mix, the lower its ultimate creep compliance.
To compare creep compliance of NVC mixes, both concretes should have similar
strength. We therefore compare the SCC mixes SCC30 and SCC20 to the other mixes
NVC30 and NVC15 listed in Table 3.2. These mixes exhibited a similar strength at time
of loading as SCC30 and SCC20 respectively. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the creep
compliance curves of the SCC mix and corresponding NVC mix with similar
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compressive strength at time of loading. Clearly, from these results the SCC mixes
exhibit higher creep compliance at all times compared with the NVC mixes of similar
strength.
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Figure 3.20. Total creep compliance curves for NVC30 and SCC30
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Figure 3.21. Total creep compliance curves for NVC15 and SCC 20
Moreover, a comparison of basic creep compliance curves of SCC40, SCC30, and
SCC20 with NVC60 is shown in Figure 3.22. NVC60 and SCC40 showed comparable
basic creep compliance over the entire test period. SCC20 and SCC30 with high fly ash
contents showed higher basic creep compliance than SCC40 and NVC60. Therefore,
increasing fly ash resulted in higher basic creep compliance. The influence of fly ash
content on basic creep compliance is similar to its effect on total creep compliance. This
observation is unexpected and opposite to the trends of basic shrinkage. Finally, SCC30
has less fly ash than SCC20 and showed a higher basic creep compliance, which may
indicate some misleading information. Due to the limited number of experiments some
experimental variation is expected and can account for some of these misleading trends.
Therefore, further investigations are needed and recommended to explore the effect of fly
ash on basic creep of SCC to support or negate these observations.
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Figure 3.22. Basic creep compliance curves for NVC60, SCC40, SCC30, and SCC 20

Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show the basic creep compliance of SCC and NVC mixes
of similar strength. It is obvious that SCC mixes showed higher basic creep compliance
when compared to NVC mixes of similar strength.
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Figure 3.23. Basic creep compliance curves for NVC30 and SCC30
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Figure 3.24. Basic creep compliance curves for NVC15 and SCC20
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Table 3.6 displays the development rates at 14 and 28 days of age after loading for
all of the compression creep specimens. Figure 3.25 and 3.26 show the total and basic
creep compliance development rates of the six concretes at 28 days after loading
respectively. It is important to notice that for the NVC mixes creep development is
clearly a function of compressive strength. For the three NVC mixes a higher
compressive strength related to a slower creep compliance development. Conversely, the
SCC mixes showed no clear relationship between compressive strength and creep
development rate. In fact, SCC showed no clear relationship between creep development
rate and any pertinent concrete parameter.

Table 3.6. Creep compliance development rate for compression creep experiments
SCC40

SCC30

SCC20

NVC60

NVC30

NVC15

0.49

0.52

0.64

0.87
0.46
0.55
Basic Creep Compliance (JCB )

0.63

0.77

Total Creep Compliance (JC)
JC14 / JCU

0.50

0.77

0.40

JC28 /JCU

0.60

JCB14 / JCBU

0.50

0.68

0.41

0.64

0.95

0.88

JCB28 / JCBU

0.55

0.78

0.51

0.71

1.0

1.0
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Figure 3.25. Total creep compliance development rate at 28 days after loading
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Figure 3.26. Basic creep compliance development rate at 28 days after loading
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3.3.5.2 MODELING OF SCC COMPRESSION CREEP RESULTS USING ACI 209
AND CEB-FIPMC-90
The purpose of this work is to investigate creep and shrinkage of SCC compared with
NVC. It is important to compare the SCC creep to that predicted of similar concretes
using the current concrete design models. Here we compare our experimental results to
the creep prediction by ACI-209 and CEB-FIP MC-90 creep models.
To attempt to model the SCC compression creep experiments with the ACI-209
model, a slump of 300 in was assumed to model all three mixes (SCC40, SCC30, and
SCC20). This was done since the ACI model requires the slump height to compute creep
coefficient. Figure 3.27, Figure 3.28, and Figure 3.29 present the creep prediction using
the ACI 209 model along with the RMSE between the predicted and experimental values.
The ACI model does not accurately predict creep coefficient of SCC with a RMSE of
1.174 and 1.183 for prediction of SCC40 and SCC30 respectively. The model prediction
of SCC20 was relatively accurate with a RMSE of 0.476, however the model still slightly
underestimated creep coefficient. Clearly, the dependence on slump does not allow the
ACI-209 model to accurately predict the creep coefficient of SCC.
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Figure 3.27. Prediction of creep coefficient of SCC40 using ACI-209 model
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Figure 3.28. Prediction of creep coefficient of SCC30 using ACI-209 model
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Figure 3.29. Prediction of creep coefficient of SCC20 using ACI-209 model

To account for the inaccuracy of the ACI-209 model’s prediction of creep of SCC, a
new coefficient was proposed to replace the slump coefficient in calculating the creep
coefficient. This new coefficient was based on the fly ash replacement percentage and
defined in Equation (3.21). Figure 3.30, Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 show the prediction
of creep coefficient for the three SCC mixes based on the modified ACI model. Clearly,
modifying the ACI-209 model based on fly ash percentage allows for a more accurate
prediction of creep of SCC containing fly ash. The RMSE between predicted and
experimental values was reduced to 0.449, 0.889, and 0.346 for SCC40, SCC30 and
SCC20 respectively. It is important to note here that the ACI-209 model underestimates
the early creep coefficient (first 100 days) which explains the relatively high RMSE for
SCC30 using the proposed fly ash coefficient.
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Figure 3.30. Prediction of creep coefficient of SCC40 using modified ACI-209 model
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Figure 3.31. Prediction of creep coefficient of SCC30 using modified ACI-209 model
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Figure 3.32. Prediction of creep coefficient of SCC20 using modified ACI-209 model

To get further insight into the creep of SCC, the experimental results were compared
to the CEB –FIP MC90-99 model. Since the CEB-FIP model has been proven to be very
accurate in modeling creep of concrete, a comparison with the CEB-FIP model should
give a good indication of how creep of SCC compares with typical concretes.

It should

be noted here that CEB-FIP recommends that the model only be used for ambient relative
humidity of greater than 40%. The concrete specimens experienced a variable relative
humidity in the range of 20% to 75% throughout the experimental period. Since the mean
relative humidity was 34% during this period, the minimum value of 40% was used in the
CEB-FIP model. Using this value should have a minimal effect on prediction of the creep
coefficient.
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Figures 3.33 to 3.35 show the MC90 – 99 creep coefficient predictions and the creep
coefficients from the compression experiments performed on the three SCC mixes.
Clearly, SCC mixes exhibit a higher creep than the MC90 – 99 creep model predicts. The
RMSE was found to be 0.521, 2.103 and 0.931 for SCC40, SCC30 and SCC20
respectively. The RMSE is especially high for the SCC30 mix. This might have occurred
because the intermediate amount of fly ash (40%) in SCC30 did not have a significant
effect on strength but changed the microstructure enough to affect viscoelastic properties.
These results show that the CEB-FIP model also needs to be modified to allow for more
accurate creep predictions of SCC mixes containing fly ash.
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Figure 3.33. CEB-FIP prediction model of creep coefficient for SCC40
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Figure 3.34. CEB-FIP prediction model of creep coefficient for SCC30
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Figure 3.35. CEB-FIP prediction model of creep coefficient for SCC20
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3.4
3.4.1

TENSION CREEP EXPERIMENTS
MATERIALS AND MIX PROPORTIONS

SCC and NVC mixes for tension creep experiments were designed to have a similar
direct tensile strength at 7 days (time of loading). The SCC mixes used in this
investigation included 40% and 55% fly ash by weight. Table 3.7 shows the proportions
of the five mix designs used in this investigation. Table 3.8 shows presents the properties
of the cement paste for the four mixes used in these experiments.
Table 3.7. Mix proportions of concrete mixes used in tension experiments

SCC2.2
SCC1.5
NVC2.4
NVC1.3

Weight per unit volume, kg/m3
mL/m3
Water Cement Fly Ash Fine Coarse SP VMA
150
270
180
902
794 4050 1800
150
203
248
886
779 4500 1800
185
289
97
700 1143 1570 --198
260
0
700 1143
0
---

Table 3.8. Properties of the cement paste for SCC2.2, SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3

SCC2.2
SCC1.5
NVC2.4
NVC1.3

3.4.2

Fly Ash
replacement
(%)
40
55
25
0

Volume of
Water Water
Cement Paste Cement Binder
(%)
Ratio Ratio
32
0.56
0.33
33
0.74
0.33
32
0.64
0.48
28
0.76
0.76

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.4.2.1 MIXING
For the tensile creep experiments, the mixing procedure outlined in Section 3.3.2.1 was
followed.
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3.4.2.2 FRESH PROPERTIES
To characterize the fresh SCC mixes the slump flow, T50, and passing ability tests were
performed in accordance to the procedure set forth in Section 3.3.2.2. As with the
compression experiments all mixes met the self- consolidation criteria. The conventional
slump test was again performed on the fresh NVC mixes. Table 3.9 presents the fresh
properties found for the four concrete mixes.
Table 3.9. Fresh properties of mixes used in tensile creep experiments
Slump flow (mm) T50 time Passability
(s)
(%)
730
3.8
78
SCC2.2
720
2.9
99
SCC1.5
180*
----NVC2.4
235*
----NVC1.3
*Conventional Slump

3.4.2.3 SPECIMENS

Figure 3.36. Tension creep specimen forms
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Concrete was cast into prisms of 50 mm x 50 mm in cross-section and 280 mm in length,
forms are shown in Figure 3.36. As in the case with compression creep experiments,
identical specimens were created to discern shrinkage strains. Specimens were allowed
to harden in the molds for 24 hours before being placed in a curing bath as described in
Section 3.3.2.3. Creep and shrinkage specimens were taken out of the curing bath after 4
days and approximately 5 mm was cut off the top ends of the specimens with a diamond
blade saw. Then specimens were allowed to air dry for 24 hours. Upon drying, two steel
50 mm x 50 mm x 25 mm end plates were attached to creep specimens with high strength
epoxy adhesive. The West Systems Brand epoxy consisted of 5 parts West Systems 105
Epoxy Resin and 1 part West Systems 205 Hardener. Throughout curing, pressure was
applied to the specimens and the plates using c-clamps, as shown in Figure 3.37.

Figure 3.37. Curing of epoxy with applied pressure using c-clamps
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After allowing the epoxy to cure for 24 hours, the specimens to be used for basic
creep and shrinkage measurements were wrapped with a double layer of aluminum tape.
DEMEC disks were then attached to the specimens as with the compression specimens.
The reference bar used to place the DEMEC disks gave an initial gauge length of 200
mm. Figure 3.38 shows a schematic of the placement of DEMEC disks.

DEMEC disk

15 mm
50 mm
15 mm

200 mm

Figure 3.38. Schematic of DEMEC disk placement for tension creep specimens

3.4.2.4 MECHANICAL CALIPER
Readings were taken on all specimens using a mechanical caliper manufactured by
Mayes Instruments, Co., similar to the caliper used in the compression experiments. This
mechanical caliper takes readings with respect to a reference bar with a gauge length of
202 mm. DEMEC disks where placed with placement bar manufactured to fit the
reference bar. The gauge on the caliper reads from 0 to 2500, where each one increment
represents 0.002 mm of displacement. This gives the caliper a range of 1.62 mm for
compression displacement and 3.38 mm for tension displacements. The “zero” reading
on the reference bar is 810, so length measurements using the caliper are represented by
Equation (3.35).
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L (R 810) *0.0016 202

(3.35)

R : reading taken on the mechanical caliper when inserted in mounted specimen DEMEC
points
L: distance between DEMEC disks measured in mm
3.4.2.5 COMPRESSIVE AND DIRECT TENSILE STRENGTH
Compressive strength of the concrete mixes was determined from the method explained
in Section 3.3.2.5 at 7 and 28 days of age.
Table 3.10. Mean and standard deviation of 7 and 28 day compressive strength of tension
creep specimens
7 day
Mean
Compressive
Strength, fc’
(MPa)

7 day
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)

28 day
Mean
Compressive
Strength, fc’
(MPa)

28 day
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)

SCC2.2

22.5

1.2

31.9

0.8

SCC1.5

11.0

0.3

17.4

0.1

NVC2.4

23.5

1.5

31.4

0.4

NVC 1.3

8.6

0.2

12.3

1.0

The 28 and 7 day tensile strength was determined by using direct tension test of
concrete cylinders [126]. In this test setup, the ends of the concrete cylinders were
attached to steel end plates using the high strength epoxy. The specimens are then placed
attached to steel plates mounted to a UTM (Tinus Olsen) with steel bolts. The test setup
ensures that the test ends are rotation free to ensure uniform stress distribution. Figure
3.39 shows a concrete specimen failed under direct tensile stresses using this test setup.
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The specimens are pulled apart and the maximum load is recorded. The ultimate tensile
strength (ft) is then calculated as

ft

Pmax
A

(3.36)

Pmax : maximum load recorded from direct tension test
A: cross-sectional area of the concrete specimen (A = 7854 mm2 for 100mm cylinder
diameter)

Figure 3.39. Direct tension test with fractured specimen after Kim et al.
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Table 3.11. Mean and Standard deviation of 7 and 28 day tensile strength
7 day
Mean
Tensile
Strength, f t
(MPa)

7 day
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)

28 day
Mean
Tensile
Strength, f t
(MPa)

28 day
Standard
Deviation
(MPa)

SCC2.2

2.2

0.3

2.0

0.1

SCC1.5

1.5

0.03

1.8

0.1

NVC2.4

2.4

0.3

2.7

0.2

NVC 1.3

1.3

0.1

1.7

0.1

3.4.2.6 TENSILE CREEP EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 3.40 shows a schematic of the tension creep test setup. In this test setup tensile
stresses were applied using a cantilever based load system. One end of the concrete
specimens were connected with steel chain link to a steel cantilever beam resting on a
roller support (pivot) attached to a steel frame. The other end of the concrete specimen
was anchored to the floor by attaching another length of steel chain to anchor weights.
The use of steel chain was to eliminate any bending stresses that would develop in a rigid
system. To apply the desired tensile loading weights were hung on the side opposite to
the specimen on the cantilever. The cantilever had a length ratio of 5.22 to 1 in relation to
the roller support (pivot). This allowed for generating a load 5.22 times the weight of the
loading weights hung on the cantilever. To measure the load applied, an S-beam load cell
was connected in between chain links in the bottom chain length at the time of loading.
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Figure 3.40. Schematic drawing of tension creep experimental setup
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Dimensions in mm

Loading Weights

Cantilever Beam

Roller Support

Anchor Weights

Load Cell

Table

Creep Specimen

Each steel frame housed two cantilever beams allowing for loading two specimens
per steel frame. Welded plates were used to restrict any out of plane movement of the
cantilevers. Figure 3.41 shows a schematic of the steel frames used to house the
cantilevers.

Figure 3.41. Schematic of steel frame used in tension creep test
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The specimens were connected to the lengths of steel chain with eyebolts secured into
pre-drilled holes in the top and bottom steel capping plates, which were pre-attached to
concrete specimens with epoxy. Eyebolts were also used to connect the chain to the
cantilever beams. Figure 3.42 shows a tensile creep specimen attached to a cantilever
beam with a close up of the eyebolts.

Figure 3.42. Attachment of tensile creep specimen to cantilever beam used to apply load

The bottom length of chain was attached to eyebolts secured to a beam resting on the
floor. This beam was anchored to the floor with angle iron. Figure 3.43 shows the
attachment of the bottom length of steel chain to the steel beam held down with anchor
weights.
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Figure 3.43. Steel chain anchored to the ground angle iron counter weights

Tensile creep specimens were loaded at 7 days of age. The tensile creep stress was
25% of the ultimate tensile strength found using the aforementioned direct tensile test.
More pictures of the tension test setup are shown in the appendices.
3.4.2.7 MEASUREMENTS AND SPECIMEN STORAGE
Tension creep and shrinkage specimens where kept under the same environmental
conditions as the previously mentioned compression specimens. Measurements of tension
creep and corresponding shrinkage strains were recorded using a similar mechanical
caliper at 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 21, 35 and 42 days of loading time and every 14 days
thereafter for the duration of 100 days.
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Figure 3.44. Storage of tension test specimens
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3.4.3

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

As in the compression creep experiments length measurements were converted to strains
using Equation (3.4). The elastic strain was again recorded independently to separate
elastic strains from creep strains. Equations (3.37) and (3.38) represent the strains
measured on both unsealed and sealed tension creep specimens, respectively. On the
other hand, Equations (3.39) and (3.40) measurements form unsealed and seal shrinkage
specimens respectively. Since, creep strains and shrinkage strains act in the opposite
direction under tensile stress shrinkage strains were considered negative and creep strains
were considered negative for superposition.

creep unsealed

bc

creep sealed

bc

d c

_

bs

ds

(3.38)

bs

shrinkage unsealed

shrinkage sealed

bs

ds

bs

ε creep unsealed : total strain obtained from unsealed creep specimens
ε creep sealed : total strain obtained from sealed creep specimens
ε shrinkage unsealed : total strain obtained from unsealed shrinkage specimens
ε shrinkage sealed : total strain obtained from sealed shrinkage specimens
ε d c : strain due to drying creep
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(3.37)

(3.39)

(3.40)

ε b c : strain due to basic creep
ε d s : strain due to drying shrinkage
ε b s : strain due to basic shrinkage
The creep compliance for concrete specimens was then calculated using Equation
(3.10). The elastic strain recorded after immediate loading of the specimen was used to
calculate the elastic modulus at time of loading. This was done to account for the
difference in elastic modulus of concrete in tension and compression.
3.4.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3.45 shows the shrinkage strains with time for both SCC and NVC mixes. There
appears to be no significant difference in the shrinkage of SCC2.2, SCC1.5 and NVC2.4.
This observation meets expectations since these three mixes all have a similar volume of
cement paste at about 32% of the total concrete volume. It is interesting to note that
SCC1.5 shows a drop in shrinkage at 42 days, this might be attributed to an increase of
relative humidity in the lab at this time. Interestingly, NVC1.3 showed the highest
amount of total shrinkage and had the lowest volume of cement paste at 28%. This could
be attributed to the extremely high water cement ratio of this mix, which was used to
achieve a low 7 day tensile strength without significantly replacing cement with fly ash.
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Figure 3.45. Shrinkage strains of SCC2.0, SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3

Figure 3.46 shows the weight loss percentage for all of the SCC and NVC mixes used
for the tension creep experiments. Both SCC mixes had a higher weight loss percentage
than the NVC mixes. This might be explained by the fact that SCC mixes contained more
fly ash than NVC mixes, even though the mixes had a similar or higher volume of cement
paste. SCC1.5 shows the highest amount of weight loss for the first 56 days. This can be
related to the fact that SCC1.5 had a high amount of fly ash replacement at 55%. The
drop in the weight loss of SCC1.5 might be explained by an increase in the relative
humidity in the laboratory.

The discrepancy between shrinkage measurements and

weight loss can be attributed to the significantly low shrinkage strains and the associated
difficulty in attaining them accurately.
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Figure 3.46. Weight loss percentage of SCC2.0, SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3

Figure 3.47 presents the basic shrinkage strain for all the mixes. From this figure it is
shown that both SCC mixes exhibited similar basic shrinkage strains in comparison to
NVC2.4. Like the total shrinkage results NVC1.3 showed the highest basic shrinkage
strain. This might be attributed to the significantly higher water/binder ratio of this NVC
mix compared with the other mixes. That change in water/binder ratio was intended to
maintain similar strengths to account for the significant effect of strength on creep.
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Figure 3.47. Basic shrinkage strains of SCC2.0, SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3

Figure 3.48 displays the total tension creep compliance with time for all SCC and
NVC mixes. SCC2.2 showed slightly higher creep compliance than NVC2.4 (shown in
Figure 3.49). However, NVC1.3 had higher creep compliance than SCC1.5 even though
both concretes had a similar tensile strength at loading (shown in Figure 3.50). This
might be attributed to the extremely high water/binder ratio used to achieve NVC1.5’s
target strength. NVC1.5 showed the lowest amount of weight loss. This might explain
the high creep compliance because concretes experiencing lower water losses are less
likely to experience stress induced shrinkage. Stress induced shrinkage represents
additional shrinkage strains observed in tension stressed concrete due to extreme cracking
in concrete under tensile stresses. It was shown that such cracking results in an increase
of surface area of concrete to drying and therefore higher shrinkage strains. In fact,
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NVC1.5 might have experienced less stress induced shrinkage rather than higher creep
compliance. However, due to the possibility of significant experimental variations more
experiments are needed to verify this explanation.
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Figure 3.48. Total tension creep compliance of SCC2.0, SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3
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Figure 3.49. Total tension creep compliance of SCC2.2 and NVC2.4
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Figure 3.50. Total tension creep compliance of SCC1.5 and NVC1.3
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Figure 3.51 shows the basic creep compliance of the SCC and NVC mixes. The
loaded wrapped specimen for SCC2.2 failed in the epoxy after only a few hours after
loading, damaging the concrete specimen so the basic creep of SCC2.2 is not shown here.
The figure shows similar results to those found in the total creep compliance experiments.
However, there appears to be less difference between SCC1.5 and NVC1.3. Figure 3.52
shows a comparison of basic creep compliance of SCC1.5 and NVC1.3. This might
provide more evidence to suggest that SCC1.5 exhibited higher load induced shrinkage,
since little difference was shown in creep compliance when specimens were restricted
from water losses.
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Figure 3.51. Basic tension creep compliance of SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3
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Figure 3.52. Basic tension creep compliance of SCC1.5, NVC2.4, and NVC1.3
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CHAPTER 4. NANOSCALE CHARATERIZATION OF SCC
4.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the nanoscale experiments performed for this research. The
chapter begins by detailing the different materials and mix proportions used for
nanoindentation experiments. An overview of the sample preparation and nanoindenter
used for this experimental work is also presented. Then the chapter outlines four
experimental programs used to characterize self-consolidating concrete (SCC) at the
nanoscale using nanoindentation including N1, N2, N3, and N4. The N1 and N2
programs were used to compare nanomechanical response of the cement pastes of SCC
and normal vibrates concrete (NVC) mixes. N3 was directed at classifying the
mechanical properties of different concrete phases of an SCC mix. Lastly, the N4
program was used to compare the creep response at the nanoscale between a low strength
SCC and an ultra high strength concrete. The chapter concludes by presenting the results
obtained from the different experiments and a discussion of their significance.
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4.2

MATERIALS AND MIX PROPORTIONS

Eight different concrete mixes were selected for the four different experimental programs
used for nanoscale characterization of SCC. These include: three NVC mixes, four SCC
mixes, and one ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) mix. For the SCC and NVC
mixes ordinary Portland cement (ASTM Type I-II) and fly ash (ASTM Class-F) were
used as the cementitious materials. Also, for SCC and NVC mixes, washed concrete
sand and natural siliceous gravel were used as fine and coarse aggregates respectively.
Both aggregates fell within the range of ASTM standards as described in Section 0. As in
the macro-creep experiments SCC and NVC mixes contained a water reducer
(Glenium3030NS™, BASF Inc) and viscosity modifying agent (VMA362, BASF Inc.).
The UHPC mix included Type I-II Portland cement, nanosilica and densified
microsilica (silica fume). Choices of these materials were made for the production of
UHPC with adequate workability after Reda et al. [127]. The microsilica used had an
average size of 150 μm, while the nanosilica had an average size of 7 nm. For the
aggregate, calcined bauxite with a nominal maximum size of 4.75 mm was used. For
control of concrete flowability and hardening, superplasticizer (ADA 190™, Grace Inc.)
and accelerator (Duraset 400™, Grace Inc.) were used.
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Table 4.1. Mix proportions and compressive strength of concrete mixes
SCC 40 SCC30 SCC17 NVC30 NVC00 UHPC165
Water (kg/m3)

150

150

150

185

140

200

Cement (kg/m3)

360

270

203

289

350

1040

Fly Ash (kg/m3)

90

180

248

97

-

-

Microsilica (kg/m3)

-

-

-

-

-

310

Nanosilica (kg/m3)

-

-

-

-

-

200

CB (kg/m3)

-

-

-

-

-

800

CA (kg/m3)

809

794

780

1143

1090

-

FA (kg/m3)

920

902

886

700

892

-

SP (mL/m3)

7650

4050

4500

1570

-

1500

VMA (mL/m3)

4140

1800

1800

-

-

-

ACC(mL/m3)

-

-

-

-

-

1000

w/b ratio

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.48

0.40

0.15

7 Day f ' [22]
c
28 Day f ' [22]
c

34.6

13.9

11.0

13.1

-

138

42.6

28.9

17.4

30.2

-

165

CB Calcined Bauxite; CA Coarse Aggregate; FA Fine Aggregate; SP
Superplasticizer; VMA Viscosity Modifying Admixture; ACC Accelerator; w/b
water/binder ratio; f ' Mean Compressive Strength
c
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4.3
4.3.1

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
SAMPLES

Two types of samples were examined in this experimental work. These types include
cement paste samples comprised of the same concrete mix without including any fine or
coarse aggregates and concrete samples that include aggregate. Cement paste samples
were cast into 50 mm x 50 mm x 50 mm cubes and concrete samples were cast into
cylinders and prisms as outlined in Sections 3.3.2.3 and 3.4.2.3. All specimens were
allowed to set in the molds for 24 hours and then placed into a standard lime-water curing
bath (as described in Section 3.3.2.3). Specimens remained in the curing bath until the
time they were prepared for indentation. After curing, the specimens for nanoindentation
were prepared by slicing 25 mm x 25 mm x 10 mm sections with a diamond blade saw.
4.3.2

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Samples used in these experiments were prepared on the day of the nanoindentation
experiments. The samples (sliced sections) were first cast in fast set acrylic epoxy. Upon
hardening of this epoxy (approximately 20 minutes), the surface sides of the samples
were ground using a mechanical polishing wheel, shown in Figure 4.1. The specimens
were rinsed continuously with running water during the grinding process. The grit sizes
used for grinding were 120, 240, 600, 1000 and 2000 in consecutive order. After
completion of the 2000 grit cycle, specimens were rinsed with distilled water and placed
in a sonicating bath filled with distilled water for 10 minutes, to displace any lodged
particles. The specimens were then polished using the same mechanical polishing wheel
fitted with a microcloth impregnated with 0.6 and 0.1 micron diamond pastes
consecutively. Again, after this process, samples were rinsed with distilled water and
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placed in the sonicating bath. Finally, the specimen was dried using pressurized air and
placed into a sealed specimen container until testing to avoid contamination.

Figure 4.1. Grinding of nanoindentation sample
4.3.3

NANOINDENTER

Nanoindentation experiments were performed using a NanoTest

600 system from

Micro Materials, Inc., Wrexham, UK. This is a pendulum-based depth-sensing system
where the sample is mounted vertically and the load is applied electromagnetically as
shown schematically in Figure 4.2. The mechanism of nanoindenter operation involves
sending an electrical current through the coil to cause the pendulum to rotate about a
frictionless pivot so that the diamond probe penetrates the sample surface. Test probe
displacement is measured with a parallel plate capacitor achieving a sub-nanometer
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resolution. A Berkovich diamond indenter and a spherical diamond indenter were used to
perform the indentations presented in this work. The Berkovich diamond tip indenter had
a face angle of 65.27o. This indenter has a pyramid shape with a maximum depth of 1800
nm and a pyramid base width of 2000 nm. The spherical indenter diamond tip had a
maximum diameter of 50 μm. The indentation process includes loading then unloading
the specimen. The load-indentation data for each indentation is then recorded, analyzed
and the properties of the material at the nanoscale are identified.
coil
ceramic
rod

magnet

indenter tip

limit stop

sample
holder

frictionless
pivot
parallel plate capacitor

sample

impulse
solenoid
balance
weight
damper
plates

Figure 4.2. Schematic of NanoTestTM 600 system
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4.3.4

NANOINDENTATION EXPERIMENTS

4.3.4.1 NANOINDENTATION EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N1
The purpose of this experimental program is to determine the effects of chemical
admixtures (viscosity modifying agent (VMA) and superplasticizer) on the nanoscale.
More specifically the goal of this program is to determine whether chemical admixtures
change the percentage of formation of low density (LD) and high density (HD) calcium
silicate hydrate (C-S-H). Two concrete mixes were chosen, NVC00 and SCC30, to
examine possible effects. SCC30 a typical SCC mix contained both VMA and
superplasticizer, while the NVC00 mix contained no chemical admixtures. Mix
proportions of these mixes are presented in Table 4.1.

Cement paste samples of these

two mixes were produced, cured in a standard water lime bath and then indented at 7
days of age.
To determine the nanomechanical properties of the two cement paste specimens,
indentations were made on two gridlines spaced 30 μm apart. Each gridline contained 20
indentation points of the same load spaced 10 μm apart. Moreover, each gridline was
loaded with the different loading value of 0.5 mN and 1 mN. This was done since
material properties of non-homogeneous materials are known to be a function of the
indentation depth. The spacing of the indents allowed no overlap between individual
indentations and ensured that each indentation had no influence on adjacent indentations
by considering a spacing of at least 10 times the maximum indentation depth [98]. Figure
4.3 shows a schematic of the nanoindentations made on the cement paste samples.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic of indentations made on SCC30 and NVC00 cement pastes

The indentation loading and unloading rates were 0.015 mN/s and 0.033 mN/s for the
0.5 mN and 1.0 mN loads respectively. The maximum load was held for a dwell period
of 40 seconds to ensure time dependant displacement would not affect unloading data.
The variable loading rates kept the total time of each indentation cycle constant at 106
seconds. Figure 4.4 shows the loading cycles for indentations made at the three load
levels.
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Figure 4.4. Loading cycles for three loads used to indent cement pastes of SCC30 and
NVC00

4.3.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N2
The purpose of this experimental program was to examine nanomechanical properties of
an SCC and NVC cement paste that had similar concrete mechanical properties at the
macroscale. Moreover, this experiment was used to compare the differences in the
nanomechanical response of cement paste indented under wet and dry conditions.
SCC30 and NVC30 were chosen for this experimental program. These mixes were used
in the macroscale creep experiments presented in Chapter 3. Cement paste samples of the
two mixes were indented at 11 days. This time was chosen since macrocreep samples of
the concrete mixes were produced, cured in a standard water lime bath and kept in wet
conditions and then indented at 11 days of age.
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In this experiment, indentations were made on three gridlines spaced 30 μm apart.
Each gridline contained 10 indentation points of the same load spaced 30 μm apart. Each
gridline was loaded with a different loading value of 0.5 mN, 1 mN, and 1.5. Figure 4.5
shows a schematic of indentations made on the cement paste samples.

30 µm

0.5 mN load

30 µm

1.0 mN load

1.5 mN load

Nanoindentation
Cement Paste
Figure 4.5. Schematic of indentations made on SCC30 and NVC00 cement pastes

To discern the difference between dry cement paste and cement paste at 100 relative
humidity specimens were indented while saturated in water. Wet nanoindentation
required placing specimen in a sample holder fitted with a capsule (Wet Stage set up
from Micro Materials Ltd.) filled with a reservoir of distilled water keeping the specimen
saturated throughout the nanoindentation program. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of the
sample holder with the “wet stage” setup fitted on the sample holder. After performing
indentations using the wet stage, the set up was removed and specimens were allowed to
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air dry for 3 hours before performing indentations under dry conditions. Dry indentations
were performed on the same specimens but at another location far form that indented
under wet conditions.

Sample Mount
Sample

Indenter

Water Capsule

Sample Holder

Pendulum

Figure 4.6. Schematic of wet stage indentation experiments

The nanoindentation loading and unloading rate was kept at 0.5 mN/s for all three
indentation loads. The maximum load was held for a dwell period of 180 seconds to
extract the time dependent displacement data of the two cements pastes. To correct for
thermal drift, dwell data was collected for 40 seconds prior to each loading cycle. This
was then subtracted from the time displacement data to eliminate thermal drift effects.
Figure 4.7 shows the loading cycles for indentations made at the three load levels.
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Figure 4.7. Loading cycles for three loads used to indent cement pastes of SCC30 and
NVC30

4.3.4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N3
The purpose of this experimental program was to extract the nanomechanical properties
of the different microstructural phases of an SCC concrete (i.e. aggregate, cement paste
phases (C-S-H), interfacial transition zone (ITZ)). For this experiment SCC40, a typical
SCC mix, was used. This mix had a mean compressive strength of 35 MPa and 43 MPa at
7 and 28 days, respectively. The concrete specimen for indentation was extracted from a
concrete sample that was cured in a standard water lime bath for 11 days and then kept
under laboratory conditions. The sample was prepared and indented at 150 days of age.
Indentation locations on the SCC40 specimen were selected using a high
magnification light microscope (1000X) attached to the NanoTestTM 600 platform. An
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area on the concrete samples that contained aggregate particles space of approximately
600 μm was chosen for indentation. Indentations were then made along straight line
spaced at 20 μm spanning between two aggregate particles (20 indentation points).
Indentations were made with a Berkovich indenter to extract nanomechanical properties
of each individual phase.

20 µm

Nanoindentation
Aggregate Particle
Cement Paste
ITZ

Figure 4.8. Schematic of concrete indentation made along a line using Berkovich indenter

For this experimental program a two condition system was implemented where the
loading was stopped when the load reached 25 mN or the indentation depth reached 600
nm. This was performed to account for the extreme heterogeneity of concrete at the
nanoscale and the vast difference in mechanical properties between various phases. The
depth condition ensured extracting nanoscale properties of different microstructural
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phases based on the

1
rule of thumb [9]. Figure 4.8 shows a schematic of a concrete
10

specimen indented in this manner.
4.3.4.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N4
Experimental program N4 was carried out to determine the differences in creep
compliance of the cement paste phase of a low strength SCC mix (SCC17) and a UHPC
mix (UHPC165). Concrete specimens for this experimental program were extracted from
samples cured for 14 days and indented on the 14 day. It is important to note here that the
UHPC mixes was cured in a 90 oC water bath and the SCC mix was cured under standard
conditions as discussed in Section 4.3.1.
As in experimental program N3, indentation locations on the specimens were selected
using a high magnification light microscope (1000X) attached to the NanoTestTM 600
platform. Areas on the samples that contained aggregate particles space of approximately
300 μm were chosen for indentation. Indentations of 0.5 mN were then made along
straight lines spaced at 30 μm spanning between two aggregate particles (10 indentation
points) using a 50 μm diameter spherical indenter. Two random locations were selected
for these lines producing a total of 20 indentation points on each sample. Figure 4.9 (a)
shows a schematic of an indentation line made on the two specimens. Since, indentation
depths were not allowed to exceed 2000 nm, this allowed for a minimum spacing of 12
µm between indentations ensuring no overlapping of adjacent indentations. Figure 4.9 (b)
presents a schematic of the worst case scenario indenter spacing.
It is important to note here the reasons for using a spherical indenter in the N4
experimental program. The spherical indenter covers a large area of material allowing for
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observation of the microcomposite’s mechanical response at the nanoscale. This is
important for nanoscale characterization of heterogeneous materials such as concrete
because the significance of interaction of the different phases at the nanoscale might
seriously affect the mechanical properties of the composite. The results of this
experiment should shed light on the effects of the microstructure on creep of SCC.
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(b)
Figure 4.9. (a) Schematic of concrete indentation made along a line using spherical
indenter (b) Spacing between adjacent indentations
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The loading and unloading rate used in the indentation cycles was 0.25mN/s. To
extract the time dependant properties of the two concretes a dwell period of 120 seconds
was implemented upon reaching maximum load. This made for a total loading and
unloading cycle of 160 seconds for each indentation, shown in Figure 4.10. To correct for
extract thermal drift from creep displacements a post indentation dwell period of 30
seconds was used to extract thermal drift data.
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Figure 4.10. Loading cycle indentations made on SCC17 and UHPC165
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4.4
4.4.1

ANALYSIS METHODS
BERKOVICH INDENTATION ANALYSIS

The load-indentation data for samples indented with the Berkovich indenter was analyzed
using the method outlined by Oliver and Pharr [92]. In this method, properties of
indented material were derived from the unloading portion of the load-depth curve
gathered during the nanoindentation experiment. This method’s major parameters are

Load, P

shown in Figure 4.11.

hr
hmax

Pmax

hc
α

S
hr

Indentation Depth, h

hc
hmax

Figure 4.11. Parameters of the Oliver and Pharr method

The total indentation depth hmax is defined as the sum of hc and hs
(4.1)
hc : indenter contact depth
hs : displacement at the surface at the perimeter of the indentation
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The contact area is then determined by relating the cross-sectional area to hc. Typically
the contact area for a Berkovich indenter A is given as
(4.2)

hc : indenter contact depth (hmax – hs from Equation (4.1))
Once the contact area is computed, the hardness of the specimen can then be computed.
The hardness is defined as the ratio of Pmax to A.
(4.3)

Pmax : maximum indentation load
Nanoindentation also allows equating the contact stiffness of the indented material to
Young’s modulus of elasticity. Here the term “reduced modulus” is used in place of
Young’s modulus to account for the affect of the indenter stiffness on measurements. The
reduced modulus Er can be derived from Equation (4.4).
(4.4)

ѵ : Poisson’s ratio of the indented material
E : Young’s modulus of the indented material
: Poisson’s ratio of the indenter (0.07)
: Young’s modulus of the indenter ( 1141 GPa)
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Considering the above relations, Er can be defined as

(4.5)

β : correction factor (1.034 for the Berkovich indenter [98])
S : contact stiffness
Determining the contact stiffness (S) requires curve fitting of the loading and unloading
curves using a power law function. For the unloading portion of the curve the relation can
be represented as
(4.6)

: a curve fitting constant
h : indentation depth
hr : residual indentation depth
Expanding this equation gives a quadratic equation with three constants A, B, and C
shown in Equation (4.7).
(4.7)

A,B, and C : coefficients determined by fitting the equation to the top 60% of the
unloading curve
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Then the slope of the unloading curve (S) can be computed as the gradient of the power
function at maximum depth.

(4.8)

A and B : coefficients determined by fitting the equation to the unloading curve
hmax : maximum indentation depth
The elastic, total and plastic work denoted as Ue, Ut and Up can be defined as the areas
under the unloading curves, loading curves and the difference between the loading and
unloading curves. These energies can be calculated as

(4.9)
(4.10)

(4.11)

PL : function representing the indentation loading curve
PU : function representing the indentation unloading curve
Lee and Radock [128] and Ting [129] showed that indentation experiments can also
be used to determine the contact creep compliance. Equation (4.12) describes that the
creep compliance under constant stress defined as the ratio of strain as a function of time
to the initial applied stress.
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(t )

J (t )

(4.12)

o
ε(t) : strain developed with time
σ0 : initial applied stress
Equation (4.13) can be used to describe the integration to obtain the time-dependent
indentation depth h(t) as a function of the applied load P

h2 t

1
4 tan

t

Jt
0

dP
d

d

(4.13)

h(t): nanoindentation depth varying with time
: Poisson’s ratio
α : indenter surface angle with respect to the vertical axis
J : creep compliance.
Lu et al. [130] showed that the above integration (Equation (4.13)) can be solved by
considering a constant loading rate P t

0

t H t where

the step function, or under a step loading in the form of P t

0

is a constant and H t is

P0 H t where H t is the

step function and P0 is a maximum load. We consider here the case of dwell period
loading (t= 180 seconds) to be divided into two parts. First, a ramp loading occurring at
time period t1 and is assumed to take place within a very short rise time (t1 = 1 second),
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then a constant load afterwards for a time period t2= 179 seconds. With such
consideration, Equation (4.13) can be re-written as

Jt

4 h 2 (t ) tan
1
P0

(4.14)

P0 : maximum applied indentation load at which the load was kept constant
h(t): nanoindentation depth varying with time
: Poisson’s ratio
α : indenter surface angle with respect to the vertical axis
A Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 based on published cement properties was used for the
mortar matrix in both concrete mixes [131]. Nanocreep data was corrected for thermal
drift by compensating for thermal drift measurements at very low load were no creep
takes place as described by Fischer-Cripps [98].
4.4.2

SPHERICAL INDENTATION ANALYSIS

For analysis of the nanoindentation data gathered from using the spherical indenter, the
Oliver and Pharr method was applied to the spherical indenter [98]. This method
recognizes the variation of the indented radius with depth. Figure 4.12 shows the major
variables used in this analysis.
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Figure 4.12. Schematic of parameters for spherical indenter

The total indentation depth ht is the sum of the plastic depth and the half the elastic
displacement, shown in Equation (4.15).

h
t

h

h
e
2

p

(4.15)

hp : plastic indentation depth
he : elastic displacement
The elastic displacement he is defined in Equation (4.16) (Hertz [132]).

h
e

a2
R

a : radius of the circle of contact at maximum load
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(4.16)

R : relative radius of curvature of the residual impression
Where a can be calculated as a function of the plastic depth and the indenter radius as
described by Equation (4.17).

a

h2
p

2R h
i p

(4.17)

Ri : indenter radius (25 µm for this experimental work)
The relative radius of curvature R is defined as

1
R

1
R
i

1
R
r

(4.18)

Ri : indenter radius
Rr : radius of curvature of the residual impression
The contact area A can be calculated from the radius of the circle of contact a. As
mentioned earlier, Oliver and Pharr [92] recognized that the unloading curve for a
majority of materials indented followed a power fit rather than a strict linear relationship.
They noted these phenomena for a Berkovich indenter, but this method can be applied to
other indenters. For this work, a power function was fit to top 60% of the unloading curve
and the slope of indentation load-depth curve (dP/dh) was calculated as the slope of a line
tangent to the power fit relationship or the derivative of the power fit relationship, as
described in the Berkovich analysis. Once the contact area and slope were determined,
the reduced modulus Er can be calculated as
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Er

dP 1
dh 2a

1 dP
2 dh

(4.19)

A

A : contact area
a : radius of the circle of contact at maximum load
Lu et al. [130] showed that for a spherical indenter tip the time dependant
displacement can be described as

ht

31
8 R

t

Jt
0

dP
d

d

(4.20)

h(t): nanoindentation depth varying with time
J : creep compliance.
Tweedie and Van Vliet (2006) [14] showed creep compliance can be deduced from the
contact compliance extracted from nanoindentation using spherical indenter tip.

J (t )

8 R
i
h(t )
3P (1 )
o

3
2

Po : maximum applied load at which the load was kept constant
Ri : indenter radius
h(t) : nanoindentation depth varying with time
ѵ : Poisson’s (0.25 based on Haecker et al. [131] )
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(4.21)

4.4.3

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

4.4.3.1 STUDENT T-TEST OF MEANS AND ZERO DEPTH REDUCED MODULUS
To account for the variability of the indentation data, a one tailed student t-test of means
was performed to compare the nano-mechanical properties of SCC and NVC. A
confidence interval of 90% was employed to determine if the means possessed any
significant difference. The use of the student t-test is due to the small populations of
mechanical property data.
It has been shown that in materials heterogeneous at the nano and microscales the
reduced modulus may vary with indentation depth. Therefore, an equivalent, zero depth
reduced modulus was recommended to represent the intrinsic depth-independent
properties of materials. This depth-independent Young’s modulus of elasticity of cement
paste was determined using a linear function to describe the relationship between the
maximum indentation depth and the reduced modulus with the objective of identifying
Young’s modulus of elasticity at zero depth [98].
4.4.3.2 PHASE RECOGNITION USING STATISTICAL DECONVOLUTION METHOD
A statistical deconvolution method after Constantinides et al. [9] was employed to
separate the mechanical properties of the different microstructural phases encountered in
the multiple indentations performed on cement paste with the Berkovich indenter. It was
assumed that each indent took place at only a single phase of the cement paste. Based on
this assumption the observed experimental frequency density (EFD) can be calculated as
the probability density function (PDF) p(x):
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n

p( x )
i 1

fi pi ( x )

(4.22)

fi : surface fraction occupied by ith phase on the indented surface
pi(x) : PDF of each phase
n : number of phases
The probability p(x) can be deconvoluted into a number of PDFs describing the different
microstructural phases (n pi(x)) and the corresponding surface fraction (fi) of those
phases by minimizing the standard error R between EFD and p(x) as

2

n
m
R
j 1

EFD

j

i 1
m

f p (x )
i i j
(4.23)

EFDj : experimental frequency density at the j-th bin
p(xj ) : value of PDF shown in previous slide at point xj
m : number of bins used to construct the EFD distribution
This method was applied to nanoindentation observations to extract the mean value of the
mechanical properties of the different microstructural phases.
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4.5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.5.1

NANOINDENTATION EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N1

A significantly higher indentation depth of SCC compared with NVC was observed in
indentation experiments preformed at 7 days on SCC30 and NVC00. For both applied
indentation loads 0.5 mN and 1 mN SCC30 showed a higher maximum indentation
depth. For SCC30 the mean maximum indentation depths were 264 nm and 390 nm for
loads 0.5 mN, and 1 mN respectively, while the mean respective depths for the NVC00
samples were 179 nm and 268 nm for the two loads. Based on the student t-test, the mean
depths for both loads were found to be significantly different. Figure 4.13 displays a
comparison between the indentation depth of SCC30 and NVC00 cement pastes at 1 mN
load. In Figure 4.13, the probability represents the likelihood of having a given value
with the given mean and standard deviation calculated using the normal probability mass
function.
The mean hardness of SCC30 showed to be significantly less than NVC00 at 1mN.
However, no difference was observed in the hardness of both materials at the 0.5 mN
load. Figure 4.14 shows a comparison of values of hardness for SCC30 and NVC00 at the
0.5 mN indentation load. The figure also shows the results of the student t-test where no
significant difference was found between the mean hardness of the two samples at the
given load. The mean hardness values for SCC30 at loads of 0.5 mN and 1 mN were 0.98
GPa and 0.43 GPa respectively. The mean hardness for NVC00 at these same loads was
0.82 GPa and 0.81 GPa respectively.
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The two cement pastes showed no significant difference in their reduced modulus at
a load of 1 mN but showed a significant difference in reduced modulus at a load of 0.5
mN. Figure 4.15 shows a comparison of reduced modulus obtained from experiments
with a load of 0.5 mN where the student t-test of means yielded a significant difference.
The mean reduced modulus values found for SCC30 were 22.5 GPa and 18.2 GPa, in
order of increasing load. On the other hand, the mean reduced modulus values of the
NVC00 mix were 16.1 GPa and 14.2 GPa, in order of increasing load. In general, as the
load increased the reduce modulus decreased. This occurs because reduced modulus is an
inverse function of indentation depth, thus the higher the load the higher the maximum
depth of indentation resulting in a lower reduced modulus. Therefore, it is recommended
to extract a load and depth-independent reduced modulus. A statistical procedure for
extracting load independent reduced modulus is suggested by Kim et al. [133].
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The limited number of experiments for the two different loads might not provide
enough information to draw general conclusions. However, it is evident that the SCC30
mix examined here was softer that the NVC00 mix. SCC30 showed a significantly higher
indentation depth for both loads and a significantly lower hardness and reduced modulus
for at 1 out of the 2 loads used for the experiment. Therefore, the presence of
superplaticizers, VMA, and fly ash in the SCC mix significantly weakened the
microstructure of the cement paste. However, since the compressive strength of the
NVC00 mix was not found, it cannot be ruled out that a possible higher compressive
strength for NVC00 could be the reason SCC30 was softer.
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To investigate any possible changes in the distribution of LD and HD C-S-H a
deconvolution analysis after Constantinides et al. [9] was performed. Figure 4.16 and
Figure 4.17 show the experimental data points and the combined PDF’s of LD and HD CS-H for SCC and NVC at indentation loads of 0.5 mN and 1.0 mN respectively. Since the
maximum depths of indentation were all less than 700 nm, we can say with confidence
that all reduced modulus measurements represent a single phase. The figures clearly
show a difference in the distribution of LD and HD C-S-H, however a statistical
difference was not always found. Clearly, the use of fly ash, VMA, and high amounts of
superplasticizer altered the distribution of LD and HD C-S-H. This might be due to a
difference in C-S-H formed as a result of pozzolanic reactions instead of normal cement
hydration. However, due to the low number of measurements and high number of
variables, more experiments are needed to confirm this hypothesis.
Table 4.2 presents the mean, standard deviation and fraction of reduced modulus of
LD and HD C-S-H for SCC30 and NVC00. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show
representative load-indentation curves for LD and HD C-S-H encountered when
indenting SCC30 and NVC00 at the 0.5 mN and 1.0 mN loads.
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Table 4.2. Mean, standard deviation of reduced modulus and surface fraction of LD and
HD C-S-H for SCC30 and NVC00
LD C-S-H

SCC30
NVC00

Mean
(GPa)

Std.
(GPa)

Fraction

Mean
(GPa)

Std.
(GPa)

Fraction

0.5 mN
1.0 mN
0.5 mN

17
17
19

6
7
7.2

0.70
0.95
0.92

44
44
44

9
3
2.5

0.30
0.05
0.08

1.0 mN
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C-S-H indented at 0.5 mN load
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4.5.2

NANOINDENTATION EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N2
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Figure 4.20. Representative curves of indentations made on SCC30 at loads of 0.5 mN,
1.0 mN and 1.5 mN
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To examine the nanoscale properties of two concretes with similar macroscale properties,
indentations were preformed on SCC30 and NVC30 cement pastes at 11 days. Both these
mixes showed a very similar compressive strength at 11 days age. SCC30 had an 11 day
compressive strength of 17 MPa, while NVC30 had an 11 day compressive strength of 19
MPa. Although, SCC30 showed similar macroscale compressive strength as compared
with NVC30, the SCC30 mix showed significantly different nanoscale properties
including maximum indentation depth. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show representative
load-indentation curves for indents made on SCC30 and NVC30 cement pastes at the
three loads. SCC showed a significantly higher maximum depth for all three loads, 0.5
mN, 1 mN, and 1.5 mN. Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23, and Figure 4.24 show a comparison of
maximum depth and the results of a student t-test of means for all three indentation loads.
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NVC30 also showed to have a superior stiffness at the nanoscale in comparison with
SCC30. The SCC30 mix was found to have a significantly lower reduced modulus at all
three loads. Figure 4.25, Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show a comparison of the reduced
elastic modulus of SCC30 and NVC30 at loads of 0.5 mN, 1.0 mN, and 1.5 mN
respectively.
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A zero depth reduced modulus was deduced using a pre-assumed linear relationship.
The zero depth reduced modulus was found to be lower for SCC at value of 20.2 GPa as
compared with 38.9 GPa for NVC. Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 show the maximum depth
plotted against the reduced modulus and the zero depth modulus based on a linear
interpretation of the data for SCC30 and NVC 30 respectively. Investigations of these
figures might show that the linear relation with indentation depth might not be accurate.
However, in both cases the reduced modulus clearly decreases with increasing maximum
indentation depth. This suggests that this method of zero depth reduced modulus should
be a good indicator of the intrinsic reduced modulus of the material before penetration of
the indenter. A probabilistic approach, recently suggested by Kim et al. [133] for
determining zero depth or zero load reduced modulus, might be able to yield better
results.
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500

A significant difference in hardness was observed at loads 0.5mN and 1.5mN. The
difference in hardness between NVC and SCC at 1 mN was not significantly different
statistically based on the 90% confidence interval. Figure 4.30, Figure 4.31, and Figure
4.32 present comparisons of the hardness of SCC30 and NVC30 at loads of 0.5 mN, 1.0
mN, and 1.5 mN respectively.
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Figure 4.31. Comparison of hardness between SCC30 and NVC00 at 1.0 mN load
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Figure 4.33 shows representative creep compliance curves for both SCC30 and
NVC30. A significant difference in the ultimate creep compliance of the two cement
pastes was observed at the 1 mN and the 1.5 mN loads. At the 0.5 mN load, the SCC
paste exhibited slightly higher ultimate creep compliance, however no significant
statistical difference was observed. The results of the nanoscale creep experiments match
the results of the macroscale creep experiments where SCC30 exhibited higher creep
compliance. Figure 4.34, Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36 display comparisons of the ultimate
creep compliance of SCC30 and NVC30 at loads of 0.5 mN, 1.0 mN, and 1.5 mN,
respectively.
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Figure 4.33. (a) SCC30 representative nanocreep compliance curve (b) NVC30
representative nanocreep compliance curve
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Figure 4.34. Comparison of ultimate creep compliance between SCC30 and NVC30 at 0.5
mN load
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Figure 4.35. Comparison of ultimate creep compliance between SCC30 and NVC30 at 1
mN load
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Figure 4.36. Comparison of ultimate creep compliance between SCC30 and NVC30 at
1.5 mN load

Again the small number of data points might not provide enough information to
deduce definitive conclusions in comparing SCC30 to NVC30. However, the data clearly
shows that SCC30 has a lower reduced modulus higher maximum depth of indentation
and higher nanocreep compliance than NVC30. Moreover, a lower hardness was
observed for SCC30 at two out of three applied loads with only one showing no
significant difference. One reason that SCC30 might exhibit lower nanomechanical
properties than NVC30 with a similar compressive strength is that SCC contains a larger
portion of fine materials. Specifically, the SCC30 mix in question has a much higher
percentage of fly ash than the NVC. The higher amount of fly ash and superplasticizer
coupled with the VMA allowed for the SCC mix to have a much lower water/binder ratio
of 0.33 compared with the NVC mix’s of 0.48. Consequently, with the higher amount of
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fine particles and the lower amount of water available in the cement paste, the level of
hydration of SCC paste would be less than that of NVC cement paste. While
incorporating well graded fine particles in concrete (cement paste) mixes can help to
provide a dense packing system of particles, the inability to hydrate all these particles due
to the limited total water in the cement mix may lead to a well packed but soft
microstructure.
These results also shed light on the significance of indentation depth on the properties
extracted of multi-phase composite materials such as concrete or cement paste. The use
of multiple loads enables extracting depth-independent properties which might be of a
great value for composites like concrete. It was also shown that the reduced modulus is
clearly a function of depth and a zero depth reduced modulus can be used to get a virtual
modulus of the material before penetration of the indenter.
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Figure 4.37. Representative load indentation curves for SCC30 cement paste under wet
and dry conditions at a load of 0.5 mN

Attaching the wet stage attachment to the nanoindenter allowed for comparing the
indentations made on the SCC cement paste under wet and dry conditions. From these
experiments it was found that in general the specimens indented under dry conditions
showed no significant difference in mechanical properties compared with the samples
indented under wet conditions. For SCC30, the zero depth reduced modulus was 17.4
GPa under wet conditions and 20.2 GPa under dry conditions. Furthermore, only
indentations made at the 1 mN load showed a significant difference of means based on
the student t-test. However, there appeared to be some difference in the amount of creep
compliance displayed by wet and dry specimens. For wet indentations, the mean ultimate
creep compliance for the 0.5 mN, 1mN, and 1.5 mN loads was 1862 1E-6 mm2/N, 1129
1E-6 mm2/N, and 890 1E-6 mm2/N respectively. Whereas, for dry indentations the mean
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ultimate creep compliance for the 0.5 mN, 1mN, and 1.5 mN loads was 584 1E-6 mm2/N,
627 1E-6 mm2/N, and 654 1E-6 mm2/N respectively. While a significant difference of
means was not found the wet indentations clearly displayed higher creep compliance in
comparison with the dry indentations. Figure 4.38 displays representative creep curves
for indentations made on SCC30 under wet and dry conditions.
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Figure 4.38. (a) SCC30 dry representative nanocreep compliance curve (b) NVC30 wet
representative nanocreep compliance curve
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Figure 4.39. Comparison of ultimate creep compliance between SCC30 wet and dry
indentations at 1mN load

It is interesting to observe higher creep compliance extracted from wet
nanoindentations compared with dry nanoindentations. The effect of moisture on creep
compliance at the nanoscale seems the opposite of moisture effect on creep compliance
from macro creep experiments. At the macroscale, it is known that drying results in
drying creep and thus higher ultimate creep compliance in comparison with specimens
kept under moist conditions. This difference might be attributed to the significance of
drying on the nanoindentation specimens. Drying of cementitious specimens will result in
producing considerable shrinkage stresses at the specimen surface. Therefore, higher
nanoindentation loads will be needed to produce a specific nanoindentation depth due to
the need to overcome “shrinkage-induced” tensile stresses. This will be extended to creep
as the net stress affecting the wet specimens is higher in the case of the wet indentation in
comparison with that of dry indentation. Therefore, it is obvious that this possible surface
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tensioning effect that occurs as a result of drying and shrinkage counteracted the load
applied by the indenter. While such behavior might not be observed in other materials
sensitive to drying (e.g. polymers), it seems to have a significant effect on cementitious
materials due to the significant amount and influence of shrinkage observed by hydrated
cement.
4.5.3

NANOINDENTATION EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N3

To obtain the nanomechanical properties of different phases of SCC, a line of 20 indents
spaced 20 μm apart with a Berkovich indenter was performed on a 150 day old SCC40
concrete sample. Figure 4.40 shows a micrograph of the indented area of the SCC40
concrete sample. The line of 20 indents began at point A 4μm above the gridline shown
in red, ending at point B. The grid shown is 50 μm x 50 μm for each unit. So the whole
area pictured is 500 μm x 500 μm.
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B

A

Figure 4.40. Micrograph of SCC40 concrete sample showing the line of indentation

Performing this experiment allowed for obtaining a spatial distribution of the
nanomechanical properties along the line of indentation. Moreover, this allowed for
determining hardness and stiffness values for the different phases encountered along the
line of indentation, allowing for making distinctions between the nanomechanical
properties of the mortar phase, aggregate phase, and ITZ. Figure 4.41 and Figure 4.42
show the spatial distribution along the line of indentation for mechanical properties of
hardness and reduced modulus respectively.
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Figure 4.41. Spatial distribution of hardness on SCC40 concrete mix
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Figure 4.42. Spatial distribution of reduced modulus on SCC40 concrete mix
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Figure 4.41 shows that indentations made on the aggregate displayed a high hardness,
while indentations made at the mortar phase and ITZ displayed lower hardness.
Moreover, this same trend was observed in Figure 4.42, as the indentations move into the
area of ITZ and mortar phase the reduced modulus decreased.
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Figure 4.43. Load-indentation curves of aggregate, C-S-H, and ITZ for SCC40

Table 4.3. Nanomechanical properties for indented phases
Maximum
Depth
(nm)

Hardness
(GPa)

Reduced
Modulus
(GPa)

Total
Work
(nJ)

Aggregate

432

9.75

93.2

4.01

C-S-H

626

1.36

20.7

2.62

ITZ

651

0.33

5.2

0.25
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Figure 4.43 shows load-indentation curves for the three indented phases of aggregate,
C-S-H and ITZ. The aggregate indent was made at A, the C-S-H indent occurred at 320
μm from point A, and the ITZ indentation occurred at 200 μm from point A at the cement
aggregate interface. Table 4.3 shows nanomechanical properties for the three indented
phases. The aggregate showed the lowest maximum depth at 432 nm at a maximum load
of 25 mN. The C-S-H showed a maximum depth of 626 nm at a load of 9 mN. The
indentation made in the ITZ showed the highest maximum depth (651 nm) at the lowest
applied load (2.4 mN). Moreover, the aggregate had the highest reduced modulus of 93.2
GPa and the ITZ indentation showed the lowest at 5.2 GPa. The ITZ indentation also
displayed the lowest amount of energy absorbed during the indentation cycle at about 10
ten times less of the total energy absorbed by the C-S-H phase and 16 times less than the
energy absorbed by the aggregate.
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4.5.4

NANOINDENTATION EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM N4

Figure 4.44. Micrograph showing indented area of UHPC165
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Figure 4.45. Micrograph showing indented are of SCC17
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Figure 4.44 and Figure 4.45 show micrographs for one of the indented areas on each of
the UHPC165 and SCC17 concrete mixes. The two concretes were indented at 14 days of
age in two different lines of 10 points with a 50 μm spherical indenter spanning aggregate
particles at a spacing of 30 μm. Figure 4.46 shows representative load-indentation curves
of UHPC165 and SCC17.
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Figure 4.46. Representative load-indentation curves of UHPC165 and SCC17
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Table 4.4. Nanomechanical properties of SCC17 and UHPC165
SCC17
Mean
Std.

UHPC165
Mean
Std.

Maximum Depth (nm)

832

672

378
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Reduced Modulus (GPa)
Ultimate Creep Compliance
(1E-6 mm2/N)

1.98

1.35

2.7

1.18

31.6

34.4

8.5

5.7

Figure 4.47 shows the reduced elastic modulus distribution of both concrete mixes as
observed along one line of nanoindentations performed in this experiment. The variation
of the reduced elastic modulus presented in Figure 4.47 shows a significant drop of the
reduced elastic modulus as indentations get in the vicinity of the ITZ. A significant
increase in the modulus of elasticity of the aggregate phase in both concrete mixes
compared to the cement phase can also be observed. It is important to note the absence of
a significant difference of the reduced elastic modulus of the two concrete mixes despite
their apparent differences in compressive strength (165 MPa versus 17 MPa). The
variation along the indentation lines reveals two materials that are similar from an elastic
response point of view as observed at the nanoscale. Figure 4.48 shows a comparison of
all indents made on SCC17 and UHPC165 along with the results of a student t-test of
means comparing these two concrete mixes. The results of the student t-test are consistent
with the results along each line of indentation. One possible reason for lack of significant
difference is that the reduced elastic modulus is extracted under unloading conditions
which reduces the compressive stresses produced in the specimen due to indentation.
Therefore, comparison of reduced elastic modulus extracted from nanoindentation to
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tension elastic modulus might be more accurate than a comparison with compression
elastic modulus. The relatively low tensile strength of the cement paste in all types of
concrete might explain the limited difference in nanoscale properties compared with
macroscale properties of the two types of concrete.
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Figure 4.47. Spatial distribution of reduced modulus of SCC17 and UHPC165
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Figure 4.48. Comparison of reduced modulus between SCC17 and UHPC164

The results of the student t-test showed the SCC17 to exhibit a significantly higher
maximum indentation depth as well as significantly higher ultimate creep compliance.
Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50 show a comparison of maximum indentation depth and
ultimate creep compliance observed for all points made on both specimens along with the
results of a student t-test of means for SCC17 and UHPC165, respectively.
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Figure 4.50. Comparison of maximum indentation depth between SCC17 and UHPC165
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To compare creep compliance of the cement paste phase along the previously
mentioned line of the two mixes, nanoindentation data at points 1, 2 and 10 in the SCC17
mix were excluded as nanoindentations at these points were performed at the aggregate
phase. Nanoindentation data at points 1, 2 and 9 of the UHPC165 specimens were also
excluded for being at the aggregate phase of the SCC17. The exclusion of the aggregate
phase in this comparison is intended to avoid the influence of the significant difference
between the two aggregates used in producing the UHPC165 and SCC17 mixes. While
calcined bauxite (strong) aggregate was used to produce UHPC165, typical siliceous
aggregate was used to produce the SCC17 mix. The ultimate creep compliance at any
indentation point in both mixes is the highest creep compliance observed during the 120
second dwell period. Histograms of the ultimate creep compliance of the indentation lines
in question for both mixes are shown in Figure 4.52. It was observed that SCC17 had a
higher mean value of ultimate creep compliance with a mean value of 23.6 (1E-3) mm2/N
compared to UHPC165 which had a mean value of only 8.3 (1E-3) mm2/N. Figure 4.51
shows representative creep compliance curves for both SCC17 and UHPC165.
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Figure 4.51. (a) SCC17 dry representative nanocreep compliance curve (b) UHPC165
wet representative nanocreep compliance curve
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The relatively high creep compliance of the SCC17 mix might be attributed to the
vast difference in the microstructure between the two concrete mixes. Table 4.5 shows
the results from a microstructral model of the cement paste constructed using
HymostrucTM.
Table 4.5. Results from HymostrucTM model
SCC17 UHPC167
(%)
(%)
C-S-H

28

34

CH

5

0

Unhydrated Cement

7

37

Capillary Pores

24

0

Unreacted Pozzolans

33

25

Others

4

3

It can be observed from the table that the SCC17 mix contained a high estimated
percentage of calcium hydroxide (CH) and capillary pores. On the other hand, the
UHPC165 mix had 0% estimated percentage of capillary pores and CH. Moreover, these
results show a similar response to what the authors would expect to see on the
macroscale. It is interesting to observe that such observation prevails in the cement paste
phase when measured at the nanoscale. This tells us that the materials used to produce
SCC17 significantly altered the microstructure making the concrete more prone to creep.
These materials affect the porosity and might even affect pore size distribution. This
could explain the differences in creep of the two concretes even though no significant
difference was found between other nanomechanical properties (i.e. reduced modulus).
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The ability of nanoindentation to allow separating creep of cement paste and
aggregate phases can open new venues for modeling creep. While most current creep
models of concrete are phenomenological models, multiscale observations of creep for
different concrete phases will enable new fundamental modeling methods that can
provide higher accuracy than phenomenological models.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, creep of self consolidating concrete (SCC) at the macro and nanoscale was
investigated. The differences of creep behavior between SCC and normal vibrated
concrete (NVC) mixes were examined and reported. Furthermore, it was shown that
nanoindentation could be used to characterized creep properties of different concrete and
cement paste phases at the nanoscale.
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5.1

MACROSCALE CREEP OF SCC

SCC mixes were produced with the aid of a viscosity modifying agent (VMA) and fly ash
as replacement for cement. All examined SCC mixes achieved the required flowability,
viscosity and passability with no visual signs of bleeding or segregation during testing of
SCC mixes in the fresh state. Furthermore, it appeared that there was a limit of fly ash
content beyond which the increase in water demand due to the fineness of fly ash
outweighed the enhancement in flowability, thus making the production of a concrete that
meets SCC flowability and passability limits impossible.
5.1.1

CREEP UNDER COMPRESSIVE STRESSES

SCC showed a different shrinkage performance compared with NVC depending on the
amount of fly ash replacement. Increasing the fly ash replacement ratio resulted in a
higher total shrinkage strain of SCC. For basic shrinkage the mix with the highest amount
of fly ash replacement showed the highest basic shrinkage strain. The basic shrinkage
strain decreased as the fly ash replacement ratio decreased.
For mixes with the same water/binder ratio, all SCC mixes experienced higher creep
compliance in comparison with the NVC mix probably due to the inclusion of fly ash and
the relatively higher sand-to-total aggregate ratio. The effect of fly ash content on total
creep compliance was similar to its effect on total shrinkage strain of SCC. In fact,
increasing the fly ash (replacement ratio) in SCC led to higher total creep compliance.
The comparison of SCC and NVC mixes of similar compressive strength at time of
loading also showed SCC mixes to have higher creep compliance. This again can be
attributed to the higher fly ash contents and higher sand-to-total aggregate ratio in the
SCC mixes.
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The influence of fly ash replacement ratio on basic creep compliance was similar to
its effect on total creep compliance. Increasing the amount the fly ash replacement ratio
led to higher basic creep compliance. All SCC mixes showed higher or similar basic
creep compliance to the NVC mix with similar water/binder ratio. Moreover, SCC mixes
exhibited higher basic creep compliance in comparison with NVC mixes with similar
compressive strength at loading.
Comparison of the experimental results with the ACI 209 creep prediction model
showed the ACI model to be unable to predict the creep of SCC. It was shown that using
maximum slump for SCC mixes was not adequate for creep prediction. Therefore, a
modified ACI model was suggested allowing for the model to more accurately predict the
creep coefficient of SCC mixes containing fly ash.
The CEB-FIP MC90-99 creep prediction model also underestimated the amount of
creep for all three SCC mixes. The underestimation was most pronounced for the SCC
mix with an intermediate amount of fly ash. It is recommended that the MC90-99 model
be modified to allow safe prediction of creep of SCC with high amounts of fly ash.
5.1.2

CREEP UNDER TENSILE STRESSES

SCC and NVC tension specimens showed no significant difference in total shrinkage
strains. The SCC mix with the highest fly ash replacement ratio showed the lowest
amount of shrinkage, however, this mix showed the highest weight loss percentage.
Subsequently, this could have been attributed to experimental error and the difficulties
associated with precisely acquiring such very small shrinkage displacements. There
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seemed to be no clear trend regarding basic shrinkage with the NVC mix, with the
highest water/binder ratio showing the highest basic shrinkage strain.
The SCC mix containing the lowest amount of fly ash replacement showed higher
tension creep compliance in comparison with an NVC mix of similar strength. On the
other hand, the SCC mix with the higher amount of fly ash showed drastically lower
tension creep compliance than the NVC of similar strength. This might be attributed to
the extremely high water/binder ratio used to produce a low strength NVC without
significantly increasing the fly ash content. The basic creep compliance of the four mixes
(2 SCC and 2 NVC) showed the same trends as the total creep compliance.
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5.2

NANOSCALE CHARATERIZATION OF SCC

The nanomechanical properties of SCC30 and NVC00 cement pastes were successfully
extracted using nanoindentation. The SCC30 mix showed a significantly higher
maximum indentation depth at both loads of 0.5 mN and 1 mN based on the student t-test
of means. A significant difference in hardness was only observed for the indentations
made at a load of 1 mN. Moreover, the NVC00 paste showed a significantly higher
reduced modulus for both loads. Finally, a change in the distribution of high density (HD)
and low density (LD) calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) was observed. It appears that the
C-S-H developed in the cement paste including pozzolans might differ from the C-S-H
developed through normal cement hydration (no pozzolans).
The cement paste of SCC30 and NVC30 mixes with similar compressive strength
were compared. The two materials showed a significant difference in most nanoscale
mechanical properties. SCC30 showed a softer behavior than NVC30 at the nanoscale
with a significantly higher maximum indentation depth for all three applied loads (0.5
mN, 1 mN and 1.5 mN). The SCC30 mix also displayed less stiffness in comparison with
NVC30 having a significantly different reduced modulus at all three load levels.
Furthermore, SCC30 was found to have a lower zero depth reduced modulus of 20.2 GPa
in comparison with NVC30’s of 38.9 GPa. However, SCC30 only showed a significant
difference in hardness at the 0.5 mN load.
Nano-creep compliance was higher under wet conditions than under dry conditions.
This might be explained by the significance of shrinkage on generating tensile stresses at
the nanoindentation specimen surface which results in consuming part of the indentation
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stress to counteract these tensile stresses. It appears that the effect of drying on nanoscale
creep compliance was the opposite to that of macrocreep compliance.
It was also shown here that nanomechanical properties of an SCC [22] specimen
could be extracted by indenting on a line between two aggregate particles. Furthermore,
we present experimental and numerical methods to mechanically characterize individual
representative points in the aggregate, cement paste and interfacial transition zone (ITZ).
The aggregate phase showed the highest nanomechanical properties taking the highest
load with the lowest maximum depth. The cement paste (most likely C-S-H) showed
superior mechanical properties at the nanoscale in comparison with the ITZ (very porous
phase) showing higher reduced elastic modulus, higher hardness and higher energy
absorption.
Finally, an ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) mix with a 28 compressive
strength of 165 MPa was compared to a low strength SCC mix with a 28 compressive
strength of 20 MPa. Reduced elastic modulus and nanocreep compliance of both mixes
were extracted at twenty indentation points and compared using a spherical nanoindenter.
The distribution of the reduced elastic modulus between the two aggregate particles of
both mixes showed similar trend of a reduced elasticity at the ITZ compared with that of
the aggregate phase. No significant difference in the reduced elastic modulus of cement
phase in both concrete was observed in spite of the significant difference in compressive
strength between the two concretes. Moreover, UHPC showed significantly lower creep
compliance compared to SCC. The proposed method for characterizing nanocreep
compliance of concrete enables a new trend of creep modeling of concrete.
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5.3

FUTURE WORK

To further investigate the affect of fly ash on SCC mixes more research is needed on
mixes with different amounts of fly ash replacement. Moreover, investigating the
differences of the effects of different pozzolans on creep and shrinkage in comparison
with SCC mixes produced is proposed. Furthermore, due to the apparent humidity loss of
the sealed specimens, repeating the basic shrinkage and creep tests by keeping specimens
in a 100% humidity controlled environment might give more accurate results. It might
also prove valuable to investigate incorporating carbon and steel fibers to curb tensile
creep of the SCC. Finally, a study of porosity and pore size distribution of SCC compared
with NVC might provide an explanation for the apparent differences in creep behavior.
A full scale microstructural characterization with the use of a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) would be helpful in further explaining some of the nanoindentation
results.

Furthermore, performing a very large number of indents using a spherical

indenter on the cement pastes of all specimens used in the macrocreep experiments could
shed some more light on correlations between nanoscale and macroscale creep.
Nanoindentation of cement paste specimens incorporating large volumes of
superplasticizers and viscosity modifying agents might shed light on the significance of
the admixtures on creep of SCC.
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